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SUMMARY 
Two rather different types of day field centres ( Tees-
mouth Field Centre in Teesmouth and Benwell Field Centre in New-
castle upon Tyne ) were visited. Their modes of operation are des-
cribed and compared. 
A questionnaire was despatched to all the secondary 
schools within a reasonable distance from the fieldcentres. The 
questionnaire examined whether these schools used the fieldcentres 
or not, and the reasons for this. The questionnaire also investi-
gated what ideas the teachers had about environmental education, 
what environmental activities, other than visiting field centres, 
were followed and what species and habitats need more attention in 
environmental education. 
An important conclusion from the questionnaire was that 
almost no systematic differences could be found between the ans-
wers from different types of school, different types of teacher, 
teachers with different qualifications or from schools taking dif-
ferent examination levels. There is a reasonable continuity in 
environmental education from school year to school year at the moment. 
Many types of day field centres were visited by schools. The 
surrounding environment and the facilities and equipment a centre 
can offer were found to be the most important reasons for choosing 
a certain centre and only a few schools chose a centre because it 
is the nearest to their school. It appears that all species and 
habitats are covered in a certain degree. However, many schools 
which have taught environmental topics will stop this when the 
new examination level (G.C.S.E.) is introduced. 
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PREFACE 
The topic of this dissertation, namely the use of day 
field centres in Great Britain, was suggested to me by Heiko Pen-
tenga, advisor for the Institute for Nature Education in the 
Netherlands. The Netherlands have little tradition of field work 
of the type offered in countries like the United Kingdom, where 
the number of field centres has grown enormously since the second 
world war (Herbert et.al.,l972). During the 1970's fieldwork with 
pupils and students of primary and secondary schools in the Nether-
lands was done only incidentally and only by a part of the more 
enthusiastic teachers. There was hardly any uniformity in approach, 
methodology or coordination. People concerned about nature educa-
tion looked for ways of stimulating experience and interest in na-
ture and landscape amongst young people, as well as providing edu-
cation outside the formal educational system (Stichting Veldstudie-
centra, 1985a). 
It was for this reason that the Committee for Nature 
Education advised the responsible Minister in the Dutch Government 
in 1975 to start the development of field centres. The "Stichting 
Veldstudiecentra"(Foundation for Field Study Centres) was founded 
in 1978 and started operating its first field centre in 1981 in 
Orvelte. At present this is the only "real" field centre in the 
Netherlands,although other facilities for nature education and 
environmental education are available. It is a residential field 
centre which offers mainly courses of more than one day to secon-
dary schools (Stichting Veldstudiecentra, 1985a). 
Although field course of only one day are available 
in the Netherlands -e.g. those run by natural history societies, 
environmental organisations and the forestry commission- there is 
no field centre specialized in such short courses. Henk Lindeman 
-manager of the field centre Orvelte- suggested to me that it would 
be valuable to study British day field centres without accommoda-
5 
tion, to find out what sort of groups visit these centres, why 
they chose to visit them rather than going to those with accom-
modation, how these centres were financed and equipped, what 
problems they faced, etc. He himself had visited field centres 
with accommodation in the U.K. in 1984, an experience which he 
found informative and stimulating (Stichting Veldstudiecentra, 
1985b). 
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INTRODUCTION 
To examine the factors determining the use of British 
field centres (without accommodation), I visited two "day" field 
centres with different facilities in, or close to, an urban area. 
I then sought the views of the secondary schools· in the two 
counties closest to each of these centres on their requirements 
for the study of environmental education, to determine how far 
the field centres provided for the needs perceived by the schools. 
I expected various factors to determine whether a school 
would use a field centre. Internal factors, within the schools 
(such as the importance attached to ecology in the curriculum; 
educational targets; or preferences of the teachers) could play 
an important role in deciding whether they would plan a course at 
a field centre. The same factors might also affect any preferences 
for the type of centre, the educational methods to be used or the 
scenery or habitats to be studied. However, I also expected that 
technical factors, e.g. the distance from the school to the field 
centre and costs of use, might influence the choice of centre to 
be visited. 
The second chapter of this dissertation provides des-
criptions of the two field centres I visited. The third chapter 
accounts for the methods and the specific questions asked. The 
fourth chapter describes the answers to the questionnaire, and 
the last one evaluates the results. 
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ThaTeeSmouth Tour and NatureTrail 
Teesmouth is the obvious and onlY coastal area tor the 
thousands OfTees·sJders who want, indeed need, an area rich 
In natural history for outdoor relaxation, recreation and study. 
To schools and naturalists It is indispensable. Wild creatures 
need It too, for among other things It Is a bird 'airport' on the 
east coast mtg_ratlon route, and contains the onlY real salt· 
marsh leftaiong·the200 mile stretch between the Humber and 
Fenham Flats. MIOrant birds Of many kinds stop here fOr 
shelter, rest and fOod -Including specialised feeders which 
d.epend on sa.lt·marsh, b.racklsh pools or mudflats fOr their 
very existence. Teesmouth Is host also to countless waders 
and wildfOwl wh.lch come every winter from the Arctic. 
During the last hundred years over ninety per cent Of the 
estuary Of the RIVer Tees, originallY stretChing nearly fOur miles 
from bank to bank atltS widest point, ha.s been reclaimed, and 
much .Of the land haS been Industrialised. InevitablY feeding 
grounds for birds have been lost, but the building Of slag 
retaining walls·. terminating· at the North and South care 
breakWaters has created, In addition to 4t 'harbour Of refuge; 
new foundations or 'habitats tor plants and other fOrms Of 
animal life, and also for sand dunes and all that they bring. The 
area has become Of such sclentlflc interest that by 1971, 2,100 
acres Of mudflats, mar:st:IJ~n:d, dunes and. fOreshore at 
Teesmouth were sg,eduled as Sites Of SpeclaLSCientlflc 
Interest by th.e Nature conservancy. In 1969, part Of cowpen 
Marsh became the first Ro.yaJ Society fOr .the Protection Of 
Birds reserve in thl.s part of the country, This Reserve is now 
looked after by the Cleveland Nature conservation TrUst. 
To Introduce people of all ages to Teesmouth and ItS ecology a 
nature tralll.s fOllowed -where the various component habitats 
Of a sand dune system are examined, discussed and recorded. 
It starts at the Field centre an.d takes half a day. 
Also underta_ken Is a t.our ofTeesmouth starting at the 
Transporter Btldge and ending at the Field centre, stops are 
made en route at wh.lch the present use, reclamation, 
industrtansatl.on and·c:;onservatlon Of the RIVer Tees and land at 
Teesmouth are examined and discussed . 
Teesmouth Field centre 
Turnstones 
Looking at exhibits In the Field Centre. 
Shelduck family 
• - r 
.. .. ··~ 
·~- · . 
The Hartlepool power station of the central Electricity Generating Board, is 
bounded on three sides by Sites of Special Scientific Interest. Appreciating the 
educational value to be derived from studying the effects of building and 
operating a power station in such an area -which lies within easy reach of 
thousands of schoolchildren from Teesside and Hartlepool-the Board offered 
to provide accommodation to be used as a centre for field studies. The 
Teesmouth Bird Club agreed to help to form a group of seven schools from 
Hartlepool and Teesslde, and they were invited to assist in the creation of 
the field centre in consultation with the Nature conservancy and 
Her Majesty's Inspectors. The Teesmouth Field Centre was opened in 
October, 1970 by Mr. w. R. van straubenzee, then Permanent Under-secretary 
to the Department of Education Science, and was moved to new larger 
premises In 1984. 
Rock pool 
f inds 
The establishment of this field centre Is a stimulus to the 
Interchange of Ideas and Information. Now fully developed It Is 
visited each year by over 4,000 schoolchildren and members of 
the general public. It not only Introduces people to the area 
and makes them aware of the neect to conserve It, but shows 
what can be achieved by the working together of 
representatives of Industry, local schools and other 
organisations- each plaYing their part- Who appreciate the 
value of their surroundings and the educational opportunities 
of studYing the local Impact of Industrial change, all in the 
general context of their responsibility to conserve. It was 
appropriate that In European conservation Year the centre 
received a ·countryside Award" under the scheme 
Inaugurated by the sponsors of "The countryside In 1970: The 
Field centre Is now leased to the Cleveland Nature 
conservation Trust by the CECB and grants to equip and run 
the centre are provided by county of Cleveland Education 
AUthority. Assistance Is also given by the Nature conservancy 
council, and local industry. 
GREATHAM 
MIDDLESBROUGH 
Mrs. L. Burn was appointed full time warden/ rutor 
of the centre In 19n. 
SCALE 1 • 1 MILE 
SITES OF 
SPECIAL 
SCIENTIFIC 
INTER EST 
- F.C. FIELD CENTRE 
• H P S ~~~~E~~ON 
• CNCT PUBLIC 
(!] CAR PARK HIDES (J) 
_ __ __ ACCESS ON 
FOOT ONLY. 
---- NO PUBLIC ACCESS . 
The Atlantic Grey Seal which may be seen throughout the year 
on Seal Sands or in Seaton Channel . 
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THE FIELD STUDY CENTRES 
THE TEESMOUTH FIELD CENTRE (FOR LOCATION SEE FIG. 1) 
The Teesmouth Field Centre is situated in the grounds of 
the Hartlepool nuclear power station of the Central Electricity 
Generating Board (C.E.G.B.), which is bounded on three sides by 
Sites of Special Scientific Interest. Near the field centre are 
found sand dune systems, sand beaches, rocky s~ores, intertidal 
mud flats, marshland and freshwater-ecosystems. The area lies with-
in easy reach of thousands of schoolchildren from Teesside and 
Hartlepool. Because of this unique position and the educational 
value this can have, the C.E.G.B. offered accommodation to start a 
field studies centre. The Teesmouth Bird Club agreed to help to 
form a group of seven schools from Hartlepool and Teesside, and 
they were invited to assist in the creation of the field centre 
in consultation with the Nature Conservancy Coucil and Her Majes-
ty's Inspectors of schools. The Teesmouth Field Centre was opened 
in October 1970 and moved to new larger premises in 1984. It now 
consists of a two-room prefabricated classroom building (personal 
communication, Mrs L. Burn (Field Centre Warden);Teesmouth Field-
Centre leaflet). 
The aims of the Teesmouth Field Centre are: 
1) to encourage and develop the use of Teesmouth for field study 
and creative endeavour. 
2) to create an awareness of man's relationship with his environ-
ment and the need for its wise management; in particular, to 
foster understanding of and concern for conservation. 
3) to provide a centre for interchange or relevant information and 
ideas. 
USE 
Now fully developed, the centre is visited each year by 
over 4000 schoolchildren and members of the general public. People 
of almost all ages visit the centre, from 6 to 90. The main users 
are the schools, which visit the centre during the week. At the 
8 
week-end, the centre is used by recreational groups, scouts, women's 
institutes and even groups like "winemakers". Traditionally the cen-
tre has been used more by primary schools but now this pattern 
is changing; secondary schools are coming much more often. Now-
adays ±60% of the visitors are between 7 and 11 years of age and 
about 25% are from secondary schools. 
The centre provides teachers' courses. These are also a 
key element in public relations. When the centre started the orga-
nizers used advertising to make the centre better known, put now 
this is not necessary. Courses for head teachers are especially 
important. When the head teacher is interested in the work done at 
the centre, it is easier for the rest to persuade him or her to let 
the school attend a course at the centre. The maximum size of the 
groups that the centre can accommodate is 60. With large groups it 
is expected that teachers help the staff of the centre. The maxi-
mum groupsize is dictated by the vulnerability of the habitat (the 
group size is limited to less than 60 when working in the sand du-
nes) and the behaviour of the pupils! Most school groups come from 
within 20 miles (30 km) of the centre (80% from Co. Cleveland, 10% 
from Co. Durham, 10% from Co. North Yorkshire), mostly by bus. 
{personal communic~tion, Mrs L. Burn). 
COURSES 
Different programmes of study are available. After dis-
cussin with the teacher, an appropriate programme is selected for 
each course, which consists of one or more day visits. Most cour-
ses start with an introductory visit. This cosists of a Tour of 
Teesmouth (using the same bus that the group used to come to the 
centre) and a Nature Trail. Both the Nature Trail and the Tour aim 
at introducing pupils to the techniques of observing in the field 
and making deductions and also, in the case of the Nature Trail, 
to the basic principles of ecology. 
tL 
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The Tour of Teesmouth (Fig. 2) starts at Port Clarence 
and end~ at the field centre. Three stops are made en route. At 
each, the past and present land use, reclamation and conservation 
and surrounding areas are examined and discussed. The pupils / stu-
dents get out of the bus at some stops. This Tour takes approxima-
tely half a day. 
The Nature Trail (Fig. 1) is an ecological trail, in 
which the various component habitats are examined, discussed and re-
corded. It starts at Teesmouth Field Centre with an introductiona-
ry talk and takes half a day. During summer and autumn Junior and 
Secondary pupils follow this with a Nature Trail booklet provided 
by the field centre. Both the Nature Trail and the Tour of Tees-
mouth follow a fixed and standardized programme. However the levels 
of explanation and discussion can be adapted to the scientific le-
vel of the students, a decision which has to be taken by the teacher 
involved. Specific topics that can be studied in more depth are, 
e.g. the co-existance of wildlife and industry, the river, water 
pollution, or the seashore (personal communication; mrs 1. Burn). 
After the visit to the Nature Trail and the Tour of Tees-
mouth, follow-up and specialist visits are often made by seconda-
ry schools with '0' and 'A' level students. These visits enable 
teachers to expand upon the introductory experience. Different 
schemes can be followed depending on the school's syllabus. Stu-
dents can record field data and process these data into meaning-
ful ecological or environmental deductions. They can learn tech-
niques to be used to study habitats by means of Line Transacts, 
Belt Transects and quadrats, and so quantify ecological succesion 
in different areas, e.g. sand dunes and salt marshes. Other tech-
niques to be learned include species identification in ornotholo-
gy, botany, freshwater biology and marine life on a rocky shore. 
Beside these possibilities, some '0' and 'A' level teachers have 
particular projects in mind and use the field centre as a base, of-
ten employing one or more of the above study schemes in their 
work. 
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EQUIPMENT 
The centre has the following equipment available for 
use by schools; binoculars, binocular microscopes, thermometers, 
hydrometers, magnifying glasses, sieves,beakers, trays, quadrats, 
rulers, pH paper, etc. Most of the equipment is for use in the fol-
low-up visits and it is an important fact that for most fieldwork 
(especially for the primary schools) very little equipment is 
needed, so that the costs of equipment are of a minor importance 
when a centre is started (personal communication Mrs L. Burn). 
ORGANIZATION 
The buidings of the Teesmouth Field Centre are owned by 
the C.E.G.B. but the organisation is in the hands of the Teesmouth 
Fieldcentre Management Committee. This Management Committee con-
sists of local teachers from primary and seconary schools, and re-
presentatives of the C.E.G.B. and the Teesmouth Bird Club. The 
educational sub-committe produces the worksheets. The fieldcentre 
does not charge the visiting schools for tuition or facilities; the 
only costs for the schools are the transport costs. The County of 
Cleveland Educational Department provides a grant for equipment but 
the salary for the only paid staff member is paid by local indus-
tries. 
Benwell Nature Park is an exciting new 
concept in environmental education; it is a 
5 acre pocket of countryside within the heart 
of the city of Newcastle' 
The Nature park is not a typical park - it is simply an 
area in which a variety of natural habitats have been 
created : a pond, marsh, meadow and hedgerows , 
varied woodland areas, limestone and sandstone 
outcrops which the wildlife of the area has begun to 
colonise. There is also a tree nursery and a herb 
garden beside the Park's building. 
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Nature Park is run by a teacher and a field officer.l!%iit U 
together with a long term volunteer who also runs the 
Nature Club. The teacher has overall responsibility for 
the Park and is developing its educational potential for 
schools , colleges and people of the city. The field officer is 
responsible for the planting and outside maintenance and 
the organisation of practical activities such as tool repairs 
and boardwalk construction. 
These varied habitats provide opportunities 
for acclimatisation and first hand learning 
experiences without expensive and time 
consuming long distance travel. Thousands 
The Park is umque- it has been created by 
the local community, groups of volunteers and 
mainly the city's schoolchildren. More than 
15,000 young trees and shrubs have been 
planted, the meadow sown with grass and 
wild flowers and the pond stocked with plants 
of schoolchildren have already 
visited the Park for practical 
planting and maintenance 
work and for lessons on the 
environment they have 
created. 
and animals. 
(j) The 11-ee Nursery 
The tree nursery was laid out over the 
summer of 1983. Volunteers constructed the 
fence and hung the gate and local helpers 
prepared the beds using granite kerbstones 
from the former Joan and Helen Streets. 
Each bed contains topsoil ideal for the 
growth of young plants. Tree and wildflower 
seeds collected locally are germinated and 
grown on in the nursery. Here they are 
weeded and watered until they are ready to 
be transplanted out into the Nature Park or 
other similar projects. 
® TheMeadow 
This area is being developed into a diverse 
and colourful meadow with many different 
types of grasses and wildflowers such as 
poppies, cowslips and meadowsweet. It will 
be cut once or twice each year after the 
plants have flowered and produced seed. 
Subsoil has been used since this hinders 
growth of aggressive plants like thistles and 
nettles which might otherwi e smother the 
more vulnerable wild flowers. 
When mature, the meadow 
wide range of fauna such as b ter s, 
snails and beetles which will in t n p Yide 
food for hedgehogs, moles, woodmi 
frogs. 
@ The Rockery 
The boulders of Magnesian Limestone 
were brought in from a quarry at 
Marsden Bay. The limestone was formed 
over 200 million years ago when the region 
(including Benwell) was covered in a warm 
sub-tropical sea! Strange rounded nodules can 
be seen on some of the boulders which give it 
the name 'Cannonball Limestone'. 
The rockery will contain wild plants like 
Rockrose and Scabious which prefer a sunny 
position and a well-drained alkaline soil. In 
the shady nooks and crannies ferns and 
mosses will grow and small creatures like 
beetles , ants and snails will find a home. 
The sandstone has been salvaged from the 
foundations of the old Redheugh Bridge. 
@ Ash Woodland 
The predominant tree in this area is the Ash , 
with its characteristic smooth grey bark and 
black buds. There are also Oak trees and 
many native shrubs - amongst them 
Guelder Rose, Crab Apple , Field Maple, Bird 
Cherry and the climbers, honeysuckle and 
ivy. The taller staked trees or 'standards' are 
invaluable bird perches but will soon be 
outgrown by the smaller 'whips'. 
As in natural woodlands there are decaying 
logs housing a profusion oflife, e.g. mosses, 
fungi , and many small animals. In the piles 
of dead branches some birds, including Reed 
Buntings have nested. 
@ Scot's Pine Woodland 
All the plants used are native to the British 
Isles, i.e. they grow here naturally and have 
not been brought in from other countries by 
ma n. Native plants support a greater variety 
of our wildlife than introduced species. 
This woodland area consists of Scots Pine, 
Silver Birch , Rowan, Broom, Gorse, Juniper 
and Bilberry which occur together in the 
wild. This type of woodland is found in the 
highland for sts o( Scot and and Northern 
England. : • ~ ' 
I '1 '/ 
~ 
® The Hazel Coppice 
Coppice comes from the french word couper 
to cu t-coppicing being a traditional form of 
woodland management. Coppices are 
woodlands cut on a short rotation and the 
wood harvested. The cut wood or 
'underwood' was used for charcoal burning, 
wattles for building and fencing, thatching 
spars, and tool handles. The trees respond to 
cutting by sending up multiple stems from 
the stool. Coppicing increases the wildlife 
value of the woodland by maintaining a 
structural diversity. 
It is intended to m/n'age this area as a hazel 
co ppice by cuttii) on a 12- 15 year rotation 
and'using the wood for some of the 
L~LUQ4V11~1CraftSua •~~~~-~ 
(j) Wasteland Plants 
A fascinating variety of Plants can be found 
below the pond, an area left untouched so 
that the contrast between t his and the 
carefully managed meadow can be studied 
over the years. 
Plants include Pineapple weed, Teasel, 
Scentless Mayweed, Scarlet Pimpernel , 
Weld , Sun Spurge, and Speedwell. There are 
also garden 'escapees' like Opium Poppies. 
Hundreds of Large White Butterfly 
caterpillars have been found on a single 
Hedge Mustard plant and the brilliant red 
spotted Burnet moth is common in summer 
as are the pop1il.lax: and beautiful Ladybirds 
and G;oldfinches. 
® The Old Road 
Until1977 the area now called Benwell 
Nature Park was covered with terrace 
housing. The only remnant is this part of the 
former back lane between Atkinson Road 
and Helen Street, built around 1905. It is 
gradually being colonised by Red Clover, 
Dandelion, Shepherds Purse , Groundsel 
and Plantains and makes a fascinating 
study of how plants colonise man made 
landscapes. 
® Oak Woodland 
Up until two thousand years ago the whole 
of the Tyne Valley may well have been 
covered in mixed oak woodland. 
Both native oak trees are present here - the 
English and the Sessile oak. There a re also 
Ash t rees a nd the Wild Cherry with its 
attractive Spring flowers. 
Around the woodland edge are shrubs like 
Blackthorn, Dog Rose and Brambles all of 
which produce flowers and fruits highly 
valuable to wildlife. They also form dense 
spiny thickets which provide protection 
from predators. 
~ ThePond 
Formed by earth moving machinery in the 
summer of1982, the pond rapidly fill ed with 
rainwater and the clay soil has formed a 
natural waterprooflining. 
A great variety of plants have been brought 
in from sur rounding ponds by local children 
-amongst them Marsh Marigolds, Yellow 
Irises, Purple Loosestrife and various 
aquatic plants . Many different pond animals 
have established themselves and frogs have 
been introduced. In the summer many birds 
visit the pond to bathe and drink including 
House Martins which collect mud for nest 
building. 
The damp-loving Alders, Willows and Aspen 
provide shelter and illustrates a typical 
succession from land to freshwater. 
j 
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BENWELL NATURE PARK FIELD CENTRE 
The Benwell Nature Park was created in 1982 on a 2 ha 
site formerly occupied by terraced housing in the Benwell district 
of Newcastle upon Tyne. With help from the City Council, the Bri-
tish Trust for Coservation Volunteers and the Nature Conservacy 
council, children from Newcastle and adults from all over Tyneside 
have developed the park. After replacement of the top soil over 
16,000 trees have been planted, and a pond built and stocked. Paths, 
rockeries, flower beds, herb gardens, a tree nursery, a dry stone 
wall and a meadow have also been made. A prefabricated building 
has been erected and the area around it paved (Nature Conservan-
cy Coucil, 1986). The building consists of one large classroom and 
another large room for equipment storage (for the maintenance of 
the park, etc.). 
The aims of the Bennwell Nature Park Field Centre are: 
1) to use the child's environment as a learning medium and to pro-
vide as many different habitats for wildlife as possible with-
in the city. 
2) to use the existing urban environment around the park as well 
as the habitats within the park as learning tools for envron-
mental education. 
3) to provide opportunities for work experience for people older 
than 15 (personal communication, Mrs J. Mc.Carthy). 
USE AND COURSES PROVIDED 
During the summer terms, between 250 and 300 children 
a week visit for a morning or an afternoon sessions or lessons. 
Some groups come only once, others visit the centre regularly du-
ring school term, on one morning or afternoon each week. The young-
est groups consist of four and five year olds. They explore and 
discover the colour, shape, texture and smell of plants. This is 
done by means of handicraft and drawing lessons. Older, primary 
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schoolchildren learn about the functions of plants, simple aspects 
of the ecosystem, food chains and webs, and ahout the history 
and functions of the surrounding urban area. Apart from using and 
observing plants and animals and studying the local buildings and 
traffic movements, they are also provided with prepared identifi-
cation sheets, work sheets, maps, town plans, aerial photographs 
and textbooks. All these pupils are also involved in practical 
work like planting trees, sowing seeds, pricking out seedlings, 
and other activities. Because they feel the park is theirs, there 
is little vandalism in the park itself (Nature Conservancy Coun-
cil, 1986). For the primary schools the centre is used not only for 
fieldstudies but also for language lessons, calculations and other 
activities strongly linked with the field study work. Mostly the 
visiting group size is the size of the whole class, 20-30 pupils, 
but occasionally groups of 60 children visit the centre. The pupils' 
own teacher is always present at the lessons and is normally supposed 
to help with them. The programme I topic that is to be taught during 
a session is discussed by the Centre staff with the teachers before-
hand. It is important to note that the programme is not standardi-
zed so that a special course is made for each visiting class. This 
is possible because most classes are from local schools and are of-
ten visited beforehand by the staff in chnr2e of the Centre. When 
this is not the case, at least the teacher is asked to visit the 
the Centre to discuss the programme. Because the Centre is in the 
city itself, most children come to the Centre themselves or by pu-
blic transport (personal communication, mrs J. Me Carthy). 
The majority of the children visiting are of primary age, 
but the Centre can make a contribution to Integrated Studies for 
12-13 years olds from comprehensive schools as well. The main pro-
blem with provision for secondary schools is their fixed timetables. 
This is the main reason why they do not visit the Centre as often 
Th C d h . . f 4th as primary schools. e entre provi es t e opportun1t1es or 
th and 5 years olds to develop rural skills on work experience. This 
has been developed in conjunction with the local Careers Office and 
with staff of the Training and Vocational Education Initiative Pro-
jects. Others attend as part of the Certificate of Secondary Educa-
tion Community Service (Nature Conservancy Council, 1986). 
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In-service courses, aimed at teachers of primary ond middle school 
age groups, have been held each summer term. These meetings are al-
so very important for the recruitment of new groups. The sessions 
are practical, aimed to give the teachers more experience so that 
they feel confident when they bring their own classes for lessons. 
In the future much wider-ranging courses are planned in conjunc-
tion with local conservation organisations and others working in 
the field of environmental education (personal communication Mrs 
J. Me Carthy; Nature Conservancy Council, 1986). 
The centre also provides adult course which include af-
ternoon workshop sessions for the community. The subjects covered 
range from tool repairs, maintenance to herb growing and wild flo-
wer trails. Another important aspect of the Centre is the Benwell 
Nature Club, a group of about 40 children between 6 and 15 who are 
actively engaged in practical conservation projects within the park 
and the surrounding countryside (Nature Conservancy Council, 1986). 
EQUIPMENT 
The equipment of the Centre and Park can be devided into 
equipment for maintenance of the park, like spades, forks, wheel-
barrows and wellingtons, and equipment for educational use. That 
for primary schools is very simple and cheap, in fact wellingtons 
are enough for most of the work! For secondary schools, however, 
quadrats, squares, pond nets, magnifying glsses, white trays, iden-
tification keys, soil testing kits, sieves and some microscopes 
are used (personal communication Mrs J. Me Carthy). 
ORGANIZATION 
The Centre is led by a teacher in cl1arge (Mrs J. Me Car-
thy), who is responsible for educational matters, and a field offi-
cer, responsible for the maintenance of the park. A large contri-
bution is also made by a group of volunteers from the surrounding 
district. Decisions are made after discussion between staff and vo-
lunteers. The Centre and the Park, which were set up by the Educa-
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lion Department of Newcastle upon Tyne, in partnership with the 
British Trust for Conservation Volunteers and the N.C.C., is fun-
ded by inner city parnership schemes and a reclamation grant. The 
running costs are about £5000 annually (£2500 til 1985). Newcas-
tle Education Department pays two staff and the costs of the Cen-
tre, allowing students and visiting groups to visit the Centre free 
of charge (personal communication Mrs J. Me Carthy). 
A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE TWO DAY CENTRES 
Major differences can be seen between the two centres 
in situation, distance from centres of populations, function, users, 
types of courses, finances and equipment. The Benwell Field Centre 
is situated close to the centre of a city, while the Teesmouth Field 
Centre is situated a few miles away from the nearest town. This has 
some important implications for the functions and the ways in which 
the centres work. 
The Benwell Field Centre has a strong local function, 
while the Teesmouth Field Centre has more of a regional function. 
The local function of the Benwell Field Centre makes it possible 
for the schools to return to the Centre regularly. The Centre is 
more or less a part of the schoolgrounds and ~lso has an important 
social function for the local community. Because it is situated in 
the centre of a city and almost all the visitors come from neigh-
bouring areas of the city (i.e. they are visitors who do not of-
ten come in contact with the ''green" aspects of the environment) 
the Centre also puts much emphasis on the less academic aspects of 
environmental education, like planting trees, sowing seeds and 
other rural skills. 
The Teesmouth Field Centre is situated between 3 Sites 
of Special Scientific Interest which are relatively stable and un-
modified compared with the Benwell Park site, which has only re-
cently been established on grounds that were until recently ter-
raced housing areas. The different surroundings of the two centres 
have implications for the type of work that can be undertaken by 
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the groups that use them. Because the vegetation on the Benwell 
park art~as has only recently been planted or established, the 
Benwell Nature park is relatively less interesting for ecologi-
cal or biological studies at the secondary school level (although 
ofcourse not impossible!). In contrast, the Teesmouth Field Centre 
is extremely useful for academic work in ecology or field biolo-
gy because of the many different habitats surrounding it. However, 
the fragile nature of some of the habitats at Teesmouth also makes 
it necessary to control the type of work that is done. Another dis-
advantage of Teesmouth is that there are restrictions imposed by 
landownership on where the schools may go. Benwell Park does not 
have these disavantages, all their habitats are on their own grounds 
and accessible via pathways. 
Courses of Teesmouth Field Centre often work with stan-
dardized worksheets, although a variety of less standardized fol-
low-up projects can be chosen. In contrast the Benwell Field Cen-
tre creates a special course for each visiting class. This is pos-
sible because the classes and schools visit the centre very regu-
larly and the staff of the centre come to know the level and abili-
ties of the pupils very well. Both methods are valuable. The Tees-
mouth approach is indeed very necessary for visiting school classes 
whose academic level is unknown, and the material used can be sent 
to the schoolteacher beforehand so that he can prepare the class 
for the visit to the centre. Because the classes using the Benwell 
Field Centre are known to the staff of the field centre and they 
also know exactly what the needs of the children are, their method 
is better in their situation. 
The organization of the Teesmouth Field Centre is in the 
hands of a very broad committee, consisting of local teachers and 
people from the C.E.G.B. and the Teesmouth Bird Club, whereas the 
decision-taking in the Benwell Field Centre is done by the staff 
only (after discussion). Both approaches are valuable. The Benwell 
approach is less time consuming but the Teesmouth approach cre-
ates possibilities for introduction of teaching material from 
~eople in industry, natural history and conservation, with more 
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specialized knowledge. 
The Teesmouth Field Centre has more equipment than the 
Benwell Field Centre. This can be explained partly by historical 
reasons: it is older and has had more time to collect equipment. 
Besides this, however, it was started in an economically flouri-
shing period - the early 1970's. Because the Teesmouth Field Cen-
tre has a more academic approach and gets more secondary schools 
it also needs more equipment, which the staff has been stimulated 
to aquire. However, both centres stress that field centres can be 
operated without necessarily possessing a lot of expensive equip-
ment. 
In both centres the users do not have to pay. The Benwell 
Park is owned by the city of Newcastle, and funded by a reclamation 
grant and city partnership schemes, while the staff is paid by the 
Newcastle Education Department. The buidings of the Teesmouth Field 
centre are provided by the C.E.G.B. and the staff paid by local in-
dustries. Both systems have benefits and disadvantages. Because the 
staff of Teesmouth Field Centre are dependent on funding by local 
industries, it could be difficult for those staff to be really cri-
tical of the industries. However in a time of financial cuts by lo-
cal education departments, The Teesmouth Field Centre might in the 
long term be in safer hands than the Benwell Field Centre. 
Summarizing, we can say that both centres are of great 
value, the Benwell Field Centre mainly because it provides a "green 
spot" in a "grey" environment and gives people opportunities to ex-
plore this environmental island, the Teesmouth Field Centre because 
it gives people opportunities to look more closely at environments 
that they would not otherwise be able to study in depth fairly clo-
se to their homes. 
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METHODS AND REASONS FOR ASKING THE QUESTIONS 
The questionnaire has been designed in cooperation with 
the staff of both visited field centres. For several reasons, I 
chose to produce a questionnaire for teachers of environmental 
topics rather than a questionnaire for visitors (students) of 
field centres, which might have seemed the most logical choice. A 
questionnaire for students would have taken much more time and 
funding to organize and it also would have been more difficult to 
persuade teachers to contribute to the project, as they would have 
lost time at the centre that they otherwise could have spent teach-
ing. Designing a questionnaire for students would also have posed 
considerable problems, because environmental education only pro-
duces its' benefits after long and regular attention. This makes 
it hard to find out what effects single events, like visits to 
field centres, really have. (However, an Australian study indi-
cated that schools with no environmental programme could benefit 
from a programme developed by a field centre in cooperation with 
the school (Me Intosh, 1981)). Another problem with questionnaires 
is that students are likely to give biased answers, answers they 
expect the questioner wants -or does not want- to have! 
Many schools might choose not to use field centres, 
despite the fact that they pay attention to environmental topics 
and nature education. For this reason my questionnaire also inves-
tigated what other environmental activities are done in these 
schools. I chose this broader approach because: 
I) Schools that pay much attention to environmental education 
could for this very reason decide not to visit a field centre. 
2) It provides more starting points to increase the use of field 
centres since more can be discovered about the actual situations 
and desires of their users. 
3) A high degree of concern about environmental education by the 
teachers can lead to a reasonable quality and quantity of environ-
mental educAtion. 
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The questionnaire forms were dispatched during the second 
half of June 1986. They were sent out to all secondary schools at a 
reasonable distance from the two field centres, covering all sorts 
of secondary schools in County Cleveland and the city of Newcastle 
upon Tyne. To get a complete picture of environmental education in 
secondary schools, special schools were not excluded from the 
questionnaire. The forms were addressed to the Head Teacher of the 
schools and included two covering letters -one for the Head 
Teacher and one for the teacher involved in environmental educa-
tion- and a stamped and addressed envelope for return of the ques-
tionnaire. A total of 131 letters were dispatched. For financial 
reasons and because of lack of time -the holidays were coming up-
no reminders were sent. 
The questionnaire opened with a number of inventory 
questions. The aim of these questions was to define whether the 
following parameters are related to or affect the answers given 
later in the questionnaire. The parameters were: 
- the type of school. 
- the age group of the teachers. 
the age group of the students who receive environmental educa-
tioc.. 
- the qualification of the teacher. 
- the examination level taken by the students. 
- if the school is planning to teach environmental education at 
G.C.S.E. level (to be introduced shortly after this investiga-
tion ) . 
Through the questionnaire, I tried to find out if dif-
ferent school or teaching backgrounds led to different needs, if 
if they determined whether a school would visit a field centre or 
not and if different backgrounds led to different opinions and 
approaches in environmental education. To look more closely at 
the relationships between these parameters and the rest of the 
answers of the questionnaire, I used the crosstabulation SPSSX 
programme of thP Durham University computer. 
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The next set of questions asked for the teachers' ideas 
on the teaching of environmental topics. Although not all of these 
questions are related directly to the use of field centres, the 
answers can be used to define the needs of visitors to the field 
centres and to compare these with the programmes that are offered 
by both field centres I visited. This makes it possible to look 
more carefully in what ways and to what degrees these centres can 
offer solutions for possible problems of their users, in this case 
secondary schools. The questions asked: 
what are the most important aspects of teaching about the envi-
ronment (to check whether these are covered by the field centres) 
and whether these aspects are taught well enough in the schools 
~ 
(since field centres could complete possible shortcomings). 
- whether environmental education should be presented as integra-
ted with other school subjects or as special topic and, if 
integrated, with what other subjects this should be. (Both field 
centres I visited opted for an integrated approach with an com-
bination of biology, geography and history, while the Benwell 
centre also used handicrafts, drawing and language lessons. I 
wanted to examine whether this agreed with the teachers' ideas). 
- what environmental activities are organized by the schools to 
take place outdoors. 
- whether the teachers have enough knowledge to teach about the 
natural environment (both field centres I visited provide teacher 
courses; I wanted to check whether they were thought necessary 
by the teachers). 
- whether help provided from outside a schpol was thought to be 
desirable and, if so, what would be the most suitable ways to 
provide it (I wanted to examine whether field centres could play 
a role in meeting any needs identified). 
Several questions were asked to find out what factors 
determined whether a school visited a field centre or not, and if 
so, what type of centre would be used. Beside time and costs fac-
tors ( both related to distance) many other factors might determine 
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whether a school would visit a particular field centre or not. 
To look at these factors in more detail, the total "population'' 
of schools that answered the questionnaire were split up in three 
groups: 
( i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
those that had visited a field centre last year. 
those that had not visited a field centre last year but 
did so in a previous year. 
those that had never visited a field centre. 
The first group was asked: 
- with what age groups the schools visited the centre. 
- the name and address of the centre (so that I could ascertain 
the distance from the school and find out whether one of the 
fieldcentres I visited has been used). 
- whether the centre visited had accommodation and, if so, if the 
class had stayed overnight (if this was not the case in a resi-
dential centre, I wanted to know why not). 
- reasons for using fieldcentres in general. 
- reasons for using this specific centre. 
- who was teaching in this centre (schoolteacher, staff of the 
centre, or both?). 
- what type of work was done with their class at the centre. 
- whether and how field centres could be improved. 
Schools that had not visited a centre last year and the 
schools that had never used a field centre were asked for their 
reasons for not using them. 
The last set of questions was designed to find out if 
certain habitats or species need more attention in (ecological) 
environmental education and if the schools teach about the phy-
sical and chemical properties of soil and water, as well as about 
plants and animals. The idea behind these questions was that a 
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teacher might well put more emphasis during his or her lessons 
on species and habitats that form his or her particular interests. 
If known, species and habitats that are popular with the teachers 
could be used to stimulate interest in the use of field centres in 
nature education. On the other hand, it should be a task of the 
field centres to show that the existence of these species depends 
on the combination of the complete biotic and abiotic environment. 
My first question asked which habitats the teacher used for envi-
ronmental education and the next two questions asked what plant 
and animal species interest the teachers particularly. Two other 
questions asked what species and habitats the teachers thought 
need more attention, followed by a question about the teaching of 
physical and chemical aspects of the environment. 
The last question asked whether the teachers had any 
comments about the questionnaire, to find out if some questions 
were unclear to the teachers or whether any errors had been made 
in the design of the questionnaire. 
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THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
The results of the questionnaire are discussed in this 
chapter. It must be stressed that -because of the relatively small 
sample size- most findings are descriptions of trends rather than 
statistically valid generalizations, even for the geographical 
area studied. The findings are supported statistically only when 
this is mentioned explicitly. During the crosstabulation tests the 
''other" schools are excluded for X2 calculations because this group 
is very diverse. Answers to the open questions are listed in the 
Appendix. 
INVENTORY QUESTIONS (QUESTIONS la - lg) 
Table 1 shows that answers were provided by a reasonable 
cross-section of all the possible secondary school types. "Other" 
important school types mentioned are the "Sixth Form College (Sx) 
and the Middle School (6x). The answers from both types of Compre-
hensive Schools (a and b) are taken together during crosstabulation 
calculations. The group "other" was excluded during the crosstabu-
lations because this group is very dive~se. 
I Table 1 ( An..6WeJL6 :to qu.eJ.d.,Lonna»te Q. 
I 
I Wha:t :type o6 .tJc.hoo£. ,{_.tJ yoUJL .tJc.hoo£.? 
I 
I a. c.omp~ehen.tJ,i.ve .tJc.hoo£., 11 - 16 yeaM b. c.om ~ehen..6,i.ve .tJc.hoo£., 11 - 18 yeaM p 
c. 4pec.,ta£. .tJc.hoo£. 
d. o:th~ lp.teau -6pec.,t6yl 
1a) 
No o6 
vilid an..6We.IL6 
22 
7 
15 
14 
I 
I 
I 
% 
37,9 
12, 1 
25,9 
24, 1 
i 
I 
I 
I 
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j Ta.b.te. 2 (An~w~ to qu~tionn~e. Q. 7b) 
I 
I 
Which age g~oup(~l do you teach? (MMe. than one. a11~we.~ poM.<.b.te.) 
I 
No o6 va.Ud 
I va.Ud anw~ % 
I I a.. 11 - 12 ye.a.M 42 72,4 I 
b. 12 - 13 ye.a.M ! 44 75,9 l I 
13 - 14 ye.a.M i 38 I 65, 5 c. ! d. 14 - 15 ye.a.M 41 I 70,7 I 
I i e.. 15 - 16 ye.a.M I 39 67,2 
6. 16 and o.e.d~ 79 i 32,8 \ 
i 
Table. 3 (A~w~ to quei>:UonntUA.e. Q. I c) 
Wha:t .i6 yo~ a.ge? I I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
No o6 Va.Ud 
va.Ud a~w~ % 
I 
I 
a. 20 - 29 yea.M 2 3,4 i I b. 30 - 39 tje.a.M 29 
I 
50,0 I 
40 -
I 
c.. 49 ye.a.M 1 8 31, 0 
I 
d. 50+ 9 I 15, 5 I 
I 
I i 
I 
I 
f 
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Ta.bRe 4 (AnJweM .to quutionnaJ.Jte Q. ld) I 
----···-···---i 
Wha..t .type o6 .tea.ehe~ ~peci6~ea.tion do you ha.ve? I (MMe a.nJWeM poM~b£.e.) 
a.. B. Ed. 
b. V.G.C.E. 
e. Tea.eh~ C~6~ea..te 
d. O.th~ (p£.e~e ~peu6yl 
Ta.b£.e 5 (AnJWeM .to quutionnaJ.Jte Q. 7e) 
No. o6 
vilid a.nJWeM 
10 
15 
35 
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In w~eh a.ge g~oup do you .tea.eh env~onmen.ta.£. .top~~? 
(Mo~e .tha.n one a.nJw~ po~~~b£.e ) . 
a.. 11 - 12 yea.M 
b. 12 - 13 yea.M 
e. 13- 14 yea.M 
d. 14 - 15 yea.M 
e. 75 - 16 yea.M 
6. we don't .tea.eh env~onmen.ta.£. .top~e~ 
i 
' 
! 
li 
No _o6 
va..U.d a.nJWeM 
32 
30 
31 
34 
37 
6 
17,2 
25,9 
60,3 
32,8 
Va.Ud 
% 
55,2 
51, 7 
53,4 
58,6 
63,8 
10, 3 
I 
I 
j 
I 
' I 
i 
l 
I 
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Table 2 shows that answers were received from teachers 
covering a reasonably even distribution of the students' age 
groups. 
Table 3 shows that the teacher age groups 20-29 and 50+ 
are in the minority of the respondents. For this reason the 
teacher age groups are split into two groups during crosstabula-
tion calculations (under 40's and over 40's). 
Most of the teachers involved in environmental education 
who replied to the que~tionnaire had a Teacher Cerficate but some 
teachers have more than one degree. Four teachers have a B.A. 
degree, 3 a B.Phil. degree and 2 a B.Sc. One of the teachers has 
an Advanced Diploma in Environmental Education. Ten of the teachers 
replying "other" did not specify what degree this was. 
A comparison of the frequencies of table 2 with the fre-
quencies of table 5 makes clear that there is a reasonable con-
tinuity of Environmental Education between the different age groups. 
It is striking that most of the older age groups receive EnYironmen-
tal Education, as well as the younger groups. Not too much weight 
should be given to the teachers who answered that they do not teach 
environmental topics. They have probably misunderstood the question 
and probably mean that they do not teach environmental topics them-
selves or thought of "environmental topics"as an independent sepa-
rate course. Most of these teachers -except one- answered later in 
the questionnaire that environmental topics are taught in their 
school during the biology or geography lessons. 
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Table 6 (An~w~ to qu~~onn~e Q. 16) 
At what level do~ yowr.. ~chool teach env.UZ.onmental top-<.c~ at plt~ent? 
(Molte an~w~ po~~-<.ble.) 
l 
I No o6 Vatid I vaUd a~w~ % 
i 
a. at C.S.E. olt lowell. level I i (no exam-<-n~on level -<.ncluded) 37 7Z I 1 I 
b. G.C.E. leve.t 20 41, 7 l I 
c. we-don't teach env.UZ.onmental top-<.~ 6 1 z, 5 I ! 
i 
! 
' 
Some schools prepare pupils for both existing examina-
tion levels and also teach environmental topics at both levels, as 
shown in table 6. The same comments can be made as in the previous 
table about the 6 teachers answering that they do not teach envi-
ronmental topics. 
Table 7 shows that many schools do not plan to teach en-
vironmental topics at the new G.C.S.E. level. To make the drawing 
of conclusions easier, this table has been rearranged to table 8 
which provides much more information. 
Table 7 (A~WVL6 to qu~~onn~e 1 g I 
Vo~ yowr.. ~choo.t pian to teach env.UZ.onmenta.t top-<.C6 at G.C.S.E . .tevel? 
No o6 Vatid 
vaUd a~WVL6 % 
j a. lj~ 24 43,6 
b. no 24 43,6 
c. don't /mow 7 12, 7 
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Table. 8. 
Plan..6 6ott 6u..tWte. :te.ac.hbtg by uhoo!-6 :that :te.ac.h e.n"-Vl.onme.nta.l 
:to pic..o a:t ptte.un:t. · 
I 
I :to :tal planning no:t planning don' :t /maul 
I --Comptte.he.n..6ive. Jc.hoo!-6 26 18 (69%) 6 (23%) 2 ( 7%) I 
' 
I 
Spe.ual J c.hoo!-6 13 3 ( 23%) 9 (69%) I 1 ( 8%) ! I I 
Six.:th Fottm 5 3 (60%) 2 (40%) - I -
The more detailed comparison of these figures in table 8 
shows that of the 26 comprehensive schools that teach environmen-
tal topics at present, 6 do not plan to teach it in the future. 
This development is even more marked at the special schools where 
only 23% plan to teach environmental topics (although these re-
sults might be biased because these answers include some from spe-
cial schools which do not teach environmental topics at examina-
tion level at present, simply because they do not take examina-
tions). The number of replies is to small to draw conclusions 
for Sixth Form Colleges, but the trend is the same. 
QUESTIONS ABOUT THE TEACHERS' IDEAS AND HOW THEY TEACH ENVIRON-
MENTAL EDUCATION (QUESTIONS 2 - 10) 
Question 2: "Do you think that pupils who live in urban 
areas should be taught about the natural environment?" was ans-
wered with "yes" by all the 58 teachers who replied to the ques-
tionnaire. 
Table 9 summarizes the teachers' opinions of the most 
important aspect of teaching about the environment (answers to 
question 3a). 
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Tab.t'.e. 9 ( An6We.M to quutioMCLiAe. Q • 3a) I 
! 
l 
l 
In tfOUJt op.uuon, w/Uc.h .i-6 the. mo.6t ,impouant Mpe.c.t o6 te.ac.IUng I about the. natUJta.t'. e.nv~onme.nt? (On.t'.y one. an6we.l!.) 
I 
No o6 I Valid 
valid an.6We.M % 
i 
i I a. impaU,tng know.t'.e.dge. 0 I 0 ! 
b. MoU.6,ing ,inte.~~.ut 18 t 35,9 
c.. 6o~!.m,ing attitudu 5 I 9,8 
d. ,£n6.t'.ue.nc.,£ng be.hav,ioUJt 2 I 3,9 I 
e.. .6-timu.t'.ating lle..6pon6,£bUUy 9 I 17,6 
6· Mo U.6 ,ing c.o n6 c.,£o U.6n e..6 .6 15 29,4 
g. othe.11. ( p.t'.e.M e. .6 pe.c.,£6 y) 1 2,0 
h. don't know 1 2,0 
I 
Arousing interest and arousing conciousness scored high-
ly as the most important aspects of teaching about the natural en-
vironment. There was no significant difference amongst answers of 
2 the different agegroups of teachers (X 6=10.926, P=O.lO) or the 
schooltype in which they are teaching (X 24=2.324, P=0.7), although 
29% of the teachers younger than 40 as against 4% over 40 answered 
that stimulating responsibility is the most important aspect. In 
contrast 44% of the teachers over 40 as against 18% younger than 
40 answered that arousing consciousness is the most important as-
pect. The person who answered "other" suggested that teaching about 
the unity of the natural world is the most important aspect of 
teaching about the natural environment. I found no significant re-
lationship between what the teacher suggested as the most impor-
tant aspect and whether the school was planni.ng to teach environ-
mental topics at G.C.S.E.level (X 2 12 =12.867, P=0.4), or the teach-
ers qualifications (X 2 12 =12.568, P=0.4)(see the Appendix for exam-
ples of print-outs). 
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Hhen asked if all aspects of Environmental Education are 
taught well enough in their school (question 3b) 54% of the Leach-
ers answered "no". Table 10 shows which aspects they think should 
receive more attention. 
Ta.bie 10 ( AtL6WeJL.6 to queAtionna.hte Q. 4} 
16 you a.Mw0ed that Mpec.:t6 o6 env-Ut.onmert.ta.£. educ.a;Uon a.Jte not taught 
wei£. enough -<.n youtt cc.hoo£., wiUc.h Mpec.:t6 do you tiUnk ~houid ttec.eive 
motte a.ttention? (Motte tha.n one a.MWett po~~ibie.) 
No o6 
V a.iid a.l'l-6 WeJL.6 
a.. impa.Jtting knowledge 9 
b. a.Jto~ing irt.tetteAt 15 
c.. 6 oJUn.i.ng a.ttUudeA 14 
d. in 6£.uenung beha.vio!Lit 17 
e. ~timuia;Ung ttU po I'L6ibUUy 19 
6. a.Jto~ing C.OI'L6UO~neA~ 16 
g. othett (pieMe ~pec.i6yl 
Va.iid 
% 
29,0 
48,4 
45,2 
54,8 
61,3 
51, 6 
3,2 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Host teachers suggested that "stimulating responsibility" 
should get more attention at their school, followed by "influen-
cing behaviour". It is surprising that "influencing behaviour" sco-
red so high here, but not in answers to question 3a; perhaps becau-
se the teachers were only allowed ·to .c:hose one ans\ver in question 3a 
but several here. "Imparting knowledge" scored relatively poorly 
here, and not at all in question 3a. It is clear that "knowledge" 
is not seen as an important aspect of teaching about the natural 
environment. 
When asked if environmental topics should be presented 
integrated with other subjects (question Sa) or as a special topic, 
91% of the teachers answered integrated. Table 11 shows the most im-
portant topics with which -according to the teachers answering "in-
tegrated"- it should be integrated. 
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Table 11 (AI'L6WeM to quv.d) ..onruu.Jte Q. 5b) 
Subjew wah wh.,ich env.{Jtonmenta.e. :top.i.C-6 - accOJtcU..ng to the teacheM -
f>hould be .i.n:tegtw.:ted. 
No o6 VaUd 
vaUd ai'L6WeM % 
B-<..ology (only) 3 5,6 
Geog~phy (only) 8 14, 8 
Geog~phy and biology 35 64,8 
OtheJt 28 51, 9 
Clearly most of the teachers preferred integration with 
both geography and biology. That the teachers take this form of 
integration serious becomes clear when one considers with what 
other topics they considered it was possible to integrate envi-
ronmental topics. In total 16 others -beside geography and bio-
logy- were mentioned (see the Appendix). History scored relati-
vely highly; 16% of the teachers answered that environmental to-
pics should be integrated with this subject. Other subjects inclu-
ded: English, Mathematics and General Studies. 
When asked if help provided from outside the school is 
desirable for teaching about the natural environment (question 6a) 
96% answered "yes". Table 12 shows what the teachers suggested as 
the most suitable ways I organisations to provide this help. 
Clearly, someone from a national environmental organisa-
tion was favoured by a majority of the teachers, while a specia-
list teacher also. scored relatively highly. No significant dif-
ference was found between answers from different school types 
2 2 (X 3=1.80, P=±0.65) or teachers qualification (X 8=9.50, P=±0.3) 
on answers to this question. 
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T a.b£.e 12 ( An6We.M to quutiomuu.Jte Q. 6b) 
WhM do you think. -i..l.l the moJt J!U:ta.b£.e way to pJr.ov-<.de he£.p -<.n tea.du.ng 
about the na.tuJr.a.£. env-<.Jr.onment? 
No o6 Va.Ud 
va.Ud a.n6We.M % 
a.. a. Jpeda.£.-i..l.lt tea.c.heJr.- 7 26,9 
b. vo!unt.eeJr.J 6Jr.om a na.tuJr.a.£. ~toJr.tj 
Muety oJr. c.!ub 3 11, 5 
c.. Jomeone 6Jr.om a. nationa£. env-<.Jr.onmenta£. 
oJr.gan-i..l.lation (e.g. R.S.P.B. oJr. R.S.N.C.) 14 58,8 
d. Jomeone 6Jr.om a. Jpec.-<.a.Uzed goveJr.nment 
body (e.g. N.C.C.) 0 0 
e. otheJr. (Jpeu6yl 3,8 
6. don't know 3,8 
Ta.b!e 13 (An6We.M to quutionna.-<.Jr.e Q. 7) 
What MJr.t o 6 he!p oJr. -<.n6oJr.ma.tion that c.ou!d be g-<.ven by expelr.U wou!d 
you Uk.e to have? _( MoJr.e than one a.n6WeJr. po44-<.b£.e. ) 
No o6 Va.Ud 
va.Ud a.n6We.M % 
a. -<-n6oJr.mation about the env-<.Jr.onment 
nationw-<.de 18 32, 1 
b. -<.n6oJr.mation about the £.oc.a£. 
e.nv-<.Jr.onme.nt 43 76,8 
c.. 4uggution6 6oJr. c.!a44Jr.oom £.u4on6 21 37,5 
d. Juggution6 6oJr. outdooJr. £.uJon6 21 37,5 
e. Juggution6 6oJr. outdooJr. 
pJr.ac.tic.a£. pJr.ojec.t4 35 62,5 
6. he!p wUh a.c.tivWe.-6 ,{_n the Jc.hoo£. 
( e.xhibWon6, 6iliJ etc.. ) 25 44,6 
g. e.xt.Jr.a. book.!w, £.ea.6£.w etc.. 17 30,4 
h. othe.Jr. (Jpec-i.6yl 7 12,5 
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The total number answering this question validly was 
low. This was due to the fact that 25 teachers did not read the 
question carefully and gave more than one answer! Of the latter 
group most thought that it does not matter who provides the extra 
help; all mentioned answer c (100%) and most b (84%) and d (80%). 
Help from a specialist teacher was suggested by 68% but it is not 
clear if a teacher answering "anyone" also wants to include a spe-
cialist teacher. 
The sort of help or information that could be given by 
experts that the teachers would like to see is listed in table 13 
(question 7). Only two topics found general favour: 77% asked for 
information about the local environment, and 63% for suggestions 
for outdoor practical projects. The help or information that the 
teachers said they would like to have is not dependent on the type 
of school in which they are teaching (X 27=4.275, P=±0.75), their 
age (X 2 7=3.20, P=±0.85) or qualification (X
2
14=14.44, P=±0.4). 
Table. 14 ( Alt.&WeM :to quutiortrta.br..e. Q. 8) I 
How ~ e.rtv~ortmert:t.a£. educatiort :taught ~rt yoWL ~chao£. !M:t. yea.JL? I 
(MolLe :t.hart orte alt&Welt poM~bie. l I 
! 
! No o6 I i I VaUd I l vaUd a~t&WeM I % I I I 
a. we gave rto a:t.:t.erttiort :to :the ~ubjec:t. I 3 I 5,2 
I I I b. M a ~epa.JLa:t.e :t.op~c 14 I 24, 1 
I i 
c. M palt:t. o6 geog!taphy ~ 22 i 37,9 t 1 
i I d. M palt:t. o6 b~oiogy 22 I 37,9 I I 
I i palt:t. o6 ~rt:t.eg!ta:t.ed ~:t.ucUu I 24 41,4 e. M I 
6. ~yt o:t.he!t way6 (p!eMe ~peci6yl I 10 17, 2 
I 
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Table 14 shows how environmental education was taught 
in the schools in the academic year 1985-1986 (question 8). The 
approaches were almost equally divided between part of integrated 
studies, part of geography and part of biology. This time only 3 
answered that they did not give any attention to the topic (com-
pared with 6 in tables 1e and 1f). 
Excursions score highest of the outdoor activities or-
g a n i z e d b y s c h o o 1 s ( 5 6% ) a s c a n b e s e e n i n t a b 1 e 15. M a n y s c h o o 1 s 
visit museums, exhibitions and nature trails as well. All special 
schools organized outdoor activities; the schools answering "none" 
were mainly comprehensive schools (27% of all the comprehensive 
schools), 2 of the 6 middle schools and other schools (such as the 
child psychiatry department and an Employment Rehabilitation Cen-
tre). The popularity of all outdoors activities is very similar, 
no matter what the teacher' age or qualifications. 
Ta.bte. 15 (A11.6We.M :to que.A:Uonna.br..e. Q. 91 
Wha.:t e.nv.Uwnme.n:ta.£. a.c.:Uvilie.-6 did IJOU!t .6c.hoot o11.ga.rU.ze. ou:tdooM 
w:t ye.M? (MOlLe :than one. a.I1.6We.l!. po-6.6-ibte.. I 
a. none. 
b. ex c.UI!.-6 .<.o 11.6 
c.. v.i.6Wng mU.6 eum.6 · and e.xh.<.bilio11.6 
d. v -<..6 iling na.:tUJte. :tJr.a.ili 
e. :ta/Ung c.Me. o 6 gMde.l1.6 , pM/u e.:tc.. 
6. o:the.~~. I .6 pe.c..<. 61J I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
No o6 
va.Ud ai1.6We.M 
9 
32 
26 
24 
76 
13 
Va.Ud 
% 
15, 8 
56, 1 
45,6 
42, 1 
28, 1 
22,8 
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A majority of the teachers thought thut they huve enough 
knowledge about the environment (55%)(question 10). This did not 
depend on the type of school in which they are teaching (X 22=0.30, 
P=±0.9) or their age (X 2 1=0.04, P=±0.9), but teachers with a B.Ed. 
qualification answered more often that they have enough knowledge 
(90%) than did teachers ~ith a P.G.C.E. or Teachers Certificate. 
Ta.b£.e. 16 ( AI1-6WVL6 :to quu.U.onna.Vr.e. Q. 10} 
I 
Vo you :think. you have. enough k.now£.e.dge. :to :te.a.ch a.bou:t :the. e.nv~onme.rt:t? 
I B. Ed. P.G.C.E. 
--
Te.a.che.M C eJtU 6-{.ca.:te. I 
yu 9 8 17 
rtO 1 7 18 
A listing of assistance required or courses that are 
needed by the teachers who think that they do not have enough know-
ledge to teach about the environment is given in the appendix. 
FIELD CENTRES AND THEIR USE BY SECONDARY SCHOOLS (QUESTION 11 - 12) 
A majority of the schools answering the questionnaire 
had visited a field centre in the last year (S4.5%)(question 1la). 
Table 17 shows which age groups were taken. Field centres were vi-
sited by all ag~ groups, even the oldest. Whetter a school visited 
a field centre or not did not depend on the school type (X 2 1=0.043 2 
with yates correction, P?0.95) or the age of the teacher. (X 1= 
0.005 with yates correction, P;>0.95). 
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Tab.te. 17 (An~w~ to que.~~onn~e. Q. 11 b) 
WUh what age. gJi.oup cUd you v-<AU a 6-{.e..td c.en.tlt.e .ta..ot ye.a.Jt? 
(Mo~e than one. a~we.~ po~~~b.te.) 
No o6 Valid I 
valid a~w~ % 
a. 11 - 12 ye.itM 9 2 3, 1 I b. 12 - 13 ye.~ 8 20,5 
I c.. 13 - 14 ye.~ 5 12, 8 
d. 14 - 15 ye.~ 14 35,9 
I 
I 
15 - 16 ye.~ e. 9 I 2 3, 1 6. 16 and o.tdeA 8 
I 
20,5 I 
! 
Question 12a asked for the name and address of the field 
centre visited. The aim was to look at the distance between the 
field centres and the schools. A majority of the schools visited 
field centres within a distance of 20-30 miles, although some 
make very long journeys. Two schools went to Arran in Schotland, 
one to a field centre in Cornwall, one to a field centre in Nor-
thern France and one answered in a later question that they made 
a field trip to the Veluwe National Park in the Netherlands! 
67% of the schools visiting a field centre used a field 
centre which offered accommodation (question 12b) though they did 
not necessarily stay overnight (see below). Fifty percent of the 
comprehensive schools used centres with accommodation, against 
71% of the special schools. Table 18 shows the type of courses 
offered by these field centres. 
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Ta.b.te 18 (AI'L6weM to qu..v.d-<.onna.Vte Q. 12c.) 
What type o6 c.ou..Mu dou thi-6 c.ei'Ltlz.e o66ett? 
a.. C.Ou..Me.-6 o6 a. day o6 pa.Jtt o6 a. da.y 
b. c.ou..Me...6 o6 motte than one da.y 
c.. C.Ou..M e...6 0 6 a. da.y Oft a. pa.Jtt 0 6 a. da.y 
M will M c.ou..M e...6 a 6 motte than one da.y 
d. otheJL (p!eMe ~peu6,{.yl 
No o6 
va.Ud a.I'L6WeM 
5 
12 
7 
3 
Va.Ud 
% 
18, 5 
44,4 
25,9 
11, 1 
Question 12d shows that 8 of the 19 schools visiting a 
residential field centre (=42%) stayed there for only one day; 
all these were comprehensive schools and all their teachers were 
under 40. Reasons for this were: one day was enough for this 
course (1 case), financial problems with a longer stay (3 cases), 
problems with the timetables for other subjects (3 cases), or other 
reasons (1 case, "difficulties in providing cover for absent mem-
bers of staff in school time"). 
Table 19 summarizes the reasons given by the teachers for 
using these centres. The most important are the surrounding envi-
ronment (67%) and the facilities and equipment provided (57%). 
It might have been expected that more of the teachers who 
answered earlier in the questionnaire that they did not have enough 
knowledge to teach about the environment would have answered in 
question 13 "because of the trained staff", hut this was not the 
case. Indeed 5 out of the 9 teachers who answered in this 
way were teachers who had answered earlier that they had enough 
knowledge to teach environmental topics! 
In most centres teaching is done by the staff of the 
centre alongside the schoolteacher (63%)(question 14a). In 20% of 
the cases the teaching was done by the schoolteacher alone and in 
17% of the cases it was the staff of the centre alone. There was 
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a slight tendency that teachers with a P.G.C.E. degree taught 
more often themselves, rather than teachers with other qualifi-
cations doing so. 
Tab.te. 19 (An-6WeJt.6 :to qu.e.6tionna.Vte. Q. 73) 
Why cU.d you. u..6e. :thM c.e.rz;t;z.e.? (MoJte :than one. an-6WeJt poM-i.b.te..l 
a. U -i.-6 :the. ne.aJte.6:t c.erz;t;z.e :to ou.Jt .6c.hoo.t 
b. U o66eJte.d ac.c.omodation 
c.. be.c.au..6e. o6 :the. .6u.JtJtou.ncU.ng e.nv-i.Jtonme.n:t 
d. be.c.au..6e. o6 :the. 6a~e.6 and :the. 
e.qu.-i.pme.n:t 
e. be.c.au..6e. o6 :the. :t.JtMne.d .6:ta6Q 
6. o:theJt Jte.a-6 01'1-6 ( p.te.a-6 e. .6 pe.u6 y l 
5 
10 
20 
17 
9 
8 
VaUd 
% 
161 7 
33,3 
66,7 
56, 7 
30,0 
26,7 
Teachers disclosed many reasons for visiting field cen-
tres, as can be seen from their replies when asked why they think 
it is important to visit a fi~ld centre (question 15). They often 
mentioned that it is important for the pupils to get first-hand 
information through experience. Social aspects also play an impor-
tant role, as does practical experience in different environments. 
''Experience of the countryside" is often mentioned as an impor-
tant aspect, especially for children residing in urban areas who 
seldom have a chance to leave the town. One of the teachers who 
works with handicapped students mentioned that field centres make 
it possible for his students to do the same activities as the 
"able bodied". A full listing of all the reasons mentioned by in-
dividual teachers is given in the appendix. 
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The type of work most classes do varies from academic 
to informal "days-out" (question 16). However, most schools used 
the centres for geography and biology fieldwork. Geography field-
work included the collection of geographical data, sketching, map 
reading and sampling. Biological work often included Marine Biolo-
gy and freshwater studies (see the appendix for more information). 
Eightyfive percent of all the teachers who visited the 
field centres thought that they can be improved. They often made 
comments about equipment and facilities but also asked for more 
specialist staff. Some mentioned that the centres should integra-
te more with the schools. Schools that work with children with 
special needs commented that the centres should be better able to 
cope with such children (see the appendix for more information). 
Table 20 (An6WeM :to quutionnabz.e Q. 79) 
Can you :tell M why you cUd no:t v~U a Meld c.en:t.Jte .ta..6:t. yea.Jr.? 
c.amp 
-6c.hoo£. 
bec.aM e I :think. :the qua!Uy I a. ~ no:t good enough 0 
I b. becaMe we c.an g.ive :the -6ame 
MU o6 C.OUMe..6 oUMelve..6 0 
c.. becaMe o6 JteaMn6 c.onc.eJtned 
wlth -6c.hoo£. oJtga~ation and 
time:tablu 
d. becaMe o6 change .in :the .t>yUa.bM 
3 
0 
0 
0 
3 
'l 
e. 6.£nanc..£a£. Jtea-6on6 ! 
6. becaMe o6 lac.k. o6 :t..£me I 
g. bec.aM e o 6 :the :teac.he.M fu pu:t.e 
h. otheA "''"""' (&peci6yl I 
·; 
~ 
' t 
r 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
-6pecJ..al. 
-6 c.hoo£. 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
I 
o:thVL 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
I 
I 
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67% of the schools that did not visit a field centre 
with th0ir class last year (1985-1986) had visited a field centre 
with a class from their present school in previous years, although 
most of them did not say when (question 18). Table 20 gives the 
reasons for not visiting a field centre last year, but some of 
the schools did not give a reason. 
The number of respondents of this question are very low 
but some reasons seem to be more important than others for not 
visiting a field centre last year. The teachers' dispute was an 
obvious reason why a proportion of the schools did not do so. 
Reasons concerned with school organisation and time tables also 
seem to be a problem, more often for comprehensive schools than 
for types of other schools. Other reasons mentioned by the teachers 
were "restrictions imposed by the syllabus" and "to give another 
teacher the chance to go out with his students." 
I Ta.bie 21 ( Alt6WeJL6 :to quutionruuJr..e Q. 20} 
You ha.ve neveJL v-<Aaed a. Meid c.entJr.e wah a. c.ittM 6Jtom youJt p!tuen:t 
I ~c.hooi. Ca.n you :teii ~ why not? (Molle :tha.n one a.lt6WeJL po~~~biel I I 
I 
' 
I ~peUa.£. o:theJL .to:ta.i I ! c.a.mp I I ~c.hooi ~c.hooi valid % I I \ 
I . a.t II I I 
I 
a. 1 :t~nk. :tha..t env<Aonme.t j ~ I educ.a.tion -<A not a. .t.Mk. 6oft l ~ I 0 I uhoo~. 0 0 0 I i i I 
I 
I 
I b. ouJt own me:tho~ o6 env~on- i I I I menta.£. .teac.~ng ha.ve a.:t ieM 
l I I :the Mme qua.l.Uy M :tho~.>e j I 3 i 0 21,4 I 0 I I p!Lov-<.ded wah a. Meld c.entJr.e.l I I i I I ! I I I l 6~nanc.~a.i JteMolt6 l 3 0 0 I 21, 4 ! c.. i I i i I ) i I 6oft lteMOY!-6 c.onc.eltned wah I i i I d. I I oJtga~a:t-i.on a.nd time :tabiu I 4 1 
I 
2 50,0 ! i I . I I I ' i e. iac.k. o 6 time 2 1 0 I 21,4 ! : I I 
I 6-
o:the!t JteMolt6 1 3 0 28,6 
I 1 I 
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Table 21 lists the reasons given for not visiting field 
centres by the teachers who have never done so (question 20). Rea-
sons concerned with organisation and timetables were the most com-
mon (SO% mentions this as one of the reasons). Amongst the "other· 
reasons" (29%), 3 out of the 4 teachers answering this said that 
field centres are not suitable for their type of pupils ("unsafe 
or slow learners"). 
When we look at the distribution of the small numbers 
of answers we see some striking differences between the different 
schooltypes. An important reason for special schools not visiting 
field centres is that they can provide similar courses themselves, 
while financial reasons more often have limited the visits by com-
prehensive schools. Comprehensive schools also tended to have more 
problems with organisation and time tables. 
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AND HABITATS, SPECIES AND THE ABIOTIC EN-
VIRONMENT (QUESTION 21 - 26) 
Questions 21 to 26 were designed to find out if certain 
habitats or species needed more attention in environmental educa-
tion. Answers to the first question in this set (question 21, ta-
ble 22) indicate that all habitats are being used regularly in 
environmental education and that no habitat is really neglected. 
The "others" were mainly urban areas. 
Question 22 and 23 asked what species interest the 
teachers particularly. The idea behind these questions was that 
a teacher might well put more emphasis during his or her lessons 
on species that interest him or her. Unsurprisingly, birds and 
mammals were the most popular animal groups (table 23) but groups 
like worms lowest. 
When asked about interests in groups of plants, almost 
all teachers were interested in flowering plants (92%), while the 
other groups were of considerably less interest to the teachers 
(table 24). 
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Ta.b.te. 22 ( Ari-6Wett6 to que.6tiortrtcU!te. Q. 21 
Which ha.bita.t6 do you U6e 6o~ e.rtv~ortme.rtta..t education? 
(Mo~e tha.rt one a.ri-6W~ po66~b.te..) 
No o6 Valid 
valid a.ri-6We.M % 
I 
' 
' 
: a.. b~oa.d-.te.a.ve.d woodta.rtd6 27 49, 1 
i 
i b. coM6~oU6 p.ta.rtta.tiorl-6 I 23 41, 8 
I c. gM66l.a.rtd6 16 29, 1 d. coa.6ta..t e.nv~ortme.rtt6 43 78,2 I 
! e. 6~e6 hwa.t~ 28 I 50,9 
6- moomrtd6 31 56,4 
g. oth~ (6peu6yl 15 2 7, 3 
Ta.b.te. 23 (Ar!-6WeM to que.6tiortrtcU!te. Q. 22) 
Which g~oup6 o6 a.Mma..t 6peue6 ~rtt~e.6t you pMticu.tM.ty? 
(MMe. tha.rt Orte. a.ri-6W~ poM~b.te..) 
No o6 Valid 
valid a.ri-6We.M % I 
i 
a.. b~d6 37 78,7 I b. ma.mma.!-6 28 59,6 I 
c. 6~he.6 23 48,9 I d. ~e.ptile-6 a.rtd a.mphib~a.rl-6 20 42,6 ! 
e. ~rl-6ect6 18 38,3 ' ! 
8 17,0 ; 6- W0~6 ' I 
g. moUU6c6 14 29,8 I 
h. oth~ (6p".u6y) 3 6,4 I 
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f Ta.bte. 24 (An.6We.Jt..6 to quutionna.VLe. Q.. 23) l 
I 
Wh-tc.h gJt.oup.6 o 6 pia.n:t.6 .<.nteJLut you pa.Jt.tic.uia.Jtiy? 
(MoJt.e. tha.n one. a.n.6We.Jt. po66.£bte..) 
No o6 Valid 
valid a.n6We.Jl6 % 
a.. 6iowe.Jt..<.ng pia.n:t.6 44 I 91, 7 
b. moM e...6 10 I 10,8 
c.. 6ung.<. 15 I 31, 3 
d. a.iga.e. 10 
I 
20,8 
e.. otheJL (6pe.u6yl 4 8,3 
.The questions 24 and 25 ask what species and habitats 
the teachers think need more attention in environmental educa-
tion. A variety of plant and animal species were mentioned but 
only a few were mentioned more than once. This in contrast with 
answers to the habitats question. Most teachers suggested that 
urban and other man-made environments need more attention (com-
plete listings are given in the appendix). 
When asked if they teach about the physical and chemi-
cal properties of soil and water as well as the living organisms, 
only 59% answered ''yes", however, there is a highly significant 
difference between comprehensive schools (which usually did) and 
2 
special schools (which tended not to)(X 1=15.02, P<O.OOS). 
' 
I 
Ta.bte. 25 (An.6We.Jl6 to quu:Uonna..<.Jt.e. Q.. 26) 
Vo you te.a.c.h about the. phy6ic.a.i a.nd c.he.mic.a.i p.lt.ope.ll:Uu o6 Mil and wate.Jt., 
M we.U M about pianu a.nd anima.i6 in a pa.Jt.tic.uia.Jt. habilat? 
ljU 110 
c.ompJt.e.he.n.6.£ve. 6c.hooi6 20 3 
6pe.ua.t 6c.hooi6 2 11 
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The last question asked if the teachers had any com-
ments ubout the questionnaire. Many teachers showed a lot of 
concern about the subject, some thought that their school ty-
pes should not have been included in questionnaires like this, 
but as explained earlier, to make certain differences clear 
(or to make clear that there are no differences) I decided to 
do so. Their comments are not very relevant to the rest of the 
dissertation and are excluded from further discussion. 
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DISCUSSTON AND EVALUATION 
It is hard to say how representative the answers to this 
questionnaire would be for Great-Britain as a whole. Although a 
considerable number of questionnaires were returned (44%) it must 
be kept in mind that the questionnaire refers to only two small 
areas in the North-East of England. For a truly representative 
questionnaire it is necessary that each element -that means each 
environmental teacher in Great-Britain- should have had a similar 
chance to receive the questionnaire, a requirement that was not 
met here. It is for this reason that the qualitative value of the 
responses to this questionnaire is much more important than the 
quantitative value. 
An important conclusion from the questionnaire is that 
almost no systematic differences could be found in answers from 
different types of school, different ages of teacher, teachers 
with different qualifications or from schools taking different 
examination levels. It appears therefore, that there is a rea-
sonable continuity of environmental education between different 
groups of students at present. However many schools which, until 
now, have taught environmental topics will stop this when the new 
G.C.S.E. examination level is introduced. This is especially true 
for special schools. This is in contrast with the widely accep-
ted view that environmental education should be a "common core" 
in the subjects of tomorrow's people. People have to understand 
that we have a finite amount of fossil fuels and mineral resour-
ces and that without conservation Man's future is bleak (Carson, 
1978). It is also in contrast with a statement of the British 
Government Department of Education and Science saying: "There 
is no respectable reason to deny that education must be explicit-
ly concerned with ways of keeping the life-support systems of the 
earth in healty working order" (Department of Education and 
Science, 1981). In 1975 H.M. Inspectors of Schools stated that: 
1) Every ~choul should have adequate arrangements for planning 
and implementing a programme of environmental education. 
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2) pupils and young people should be introduced to environmental 
concepts and values, given practice in d~cision making and af-
forded opportunities for personal involvement; and 
3) pupils and young people should be trained to assess criti-
cally the many views being expressed today on current environ-
mental issues. 
It also contrasts with the teachers' view that pupils who live in 
urban areas should also be taught about the natural environment 
(which was the answer given by all the teachers); it is reasonable 
to suppose that they would have given a similar response when asked 
about the rural environment. 
A majority of the teachers thought that arousing 
interest is the most important aspect of environmental education. 
This is reasonable, because without interest none of the other 
aims can be reached! (Field centres should therefore contribute 
to the proces of arousing interest). Also a majority thought 
that "stimulating responsibility" or "influencing behaviour" should 
receive more attention in their schools. These are in fact the 
final and most important aims of environmental education in the 
view of H.M. Inspectors (1975) "the ultimate aims ...•. are the 
creation of responsible attitudes and development of an environ-
mental ethic. (These two aims are harder to achieve. They will 
develop only after long and regular attention, in which field 
centres can help. However, they cannot be more than just a part 
of a long process of environmental education). 
91% of the teachers thought that environmental educa-
tion should be presented integrated with other subjects and only 
9% thougt that it should be a special topic. In 1977 H.M. Inspec-
tors of schools stated that environmental education is to be regar-
ded as a function of the whole curriculum, formal and informal, 
while earlier (in 1975) they had stated that "to make environmen-
tal education a separate subject is neighter desirable nor possi-
ble.'' However it cannot be denied that teaching environmental to-
pics as a sepArAte subject has certain benefits, e.g. it can never 
be neglected when it has a fixed place in the curriculum and can 
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In this context, it is worth noting that both field centres I 
visited used an integrated approach of mainly biology and geogra-
phy. Both centres also paid some attention to historical and social 
aspects of the local environment, and this catered for teachers' 
requirements. 
Almost all the teachers thought that help provided 
from outside the school was desirable for teaching about the 
environment. Help from national environmental organisations like 
the R.S.P.B. and R.S.N.C. were favoured above a specialist teacher 
or volunteers. No one considered that a specialist government body 
was the most suitable way to provide help. In this prestructured 
question the choice of help from a field centre was not offered. 
This was done on purpose, to avoid a leading question. It is 
striking that no teacher thought of the possibility that a field 
centre could provide this help although such an answer could have 
been included as an "other" way. 
There were strong requests for information about the 
local environment and suggestions for practical projects. How-
ever, relatively few teachers asked for extra booklets, leaflets, 
etc. and it is for this reason that organisations involved in 
environmental education must look for other possible ways in which 
to provide information. Local or regional field centres are very 
suitable ways to provide this information about the local environ-
ment. They also have the experience of organizing practical pro-
jects. This indicates opportunities for extended use of field 
centres. 
When we examine the outdoor activities that were orga-
nized last year by the teachers who replied to the questionnaire 
and we make the assumption that the most frequently organized 
activities are also the most popular with the teachers, it appears 
that exhibitions, excursions and nature trails are the most suita-
ble ways to provide information about the local environment. How-
ever, most of the outdoor activities organized by schools in 1985/ 
1986 are rHth~t passive forms of education and it would be advi-
sable to combine them with practical projects. (Again, field 
centre3 have th~ experience of organizing these activities). 
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A danger in using activities like visiting museums, exhibitions, 
etc. is that environmental education can become dependent on them. 
This can lead to a lack of environmental education if no one takes 
an initiative to organize exhibitions or excursions to such places. 
A minority of the schools did not organize any outside school 
activities in 1985/1986 and thus did not follow the advice given 
by H.M. Inspectors in 1975. However, an explanation might be found 
in the teachers dispute. 
Although a majority of the teachers replied that they 
had enough knowledge to teach about the environment, many replied 
that they had not so (45%). Many field centres organize courses 
to give the teachers more knowledge and experience in teaching 
about the environment. Indeed both field centres described organi-
zed such courses. 
A majority of the schools which replied had visited a 
field study centre last year. This is a good sign because "sound 
learning about the environment has to be rooted in direct expe-
rience" (Department of Education and Science, 1981). Field study 
centres were visited by all age groups of students. A majority of 
the schools visiting a field study centre used a centre which could 
provide accommodation. However, the overall picture is that most 
visits to field study centres were only one day visits so that a 
substantial part of the schools did not use this accommodation. 
Reasons for one day stays in a residential field study centre were 
mostly financial or arose from problems with integration of field 
studies with the timetables for other subjects. The fact that most 
visits were only for one day might also explain why a majority 
of the field centres visited were within distances of 20-30 miles 
from the schools. Most schools chose the field study centres 
visited because of the surrounding environments and the facilities 
and equipment that were offered by them, which might be the reason 
why none of the responding schools had visited the Benwell Nature 
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Park field centre last year (although some secondary schools do 
use this centre; personal communication, Mrs. J. Me Carthy). This 
centre does not have the variety of interesting types of habitats 
and facilities that the Teesmouth field centre can offer. Only 
16.7% of the teachers answered that one of the reasons for visit-
ing the centre of their choice is that it is the nearest centre 
to their school. That distance is not important also becomes clear 
when we look at the list of field centres visited. Many of the 
schools could easily have chosen a centre closer to the school and 
some make very long journeys for their field trips (to Scotland, 
Cornwall, France and the Netherlands, for example). 
The method of teaching adopted in the centres was most-
ly by the school teacher and one of the centre staff, or (less 
often) by the school teacher on his/her own. It is encouraging 
to find that the schoolteacher js involved so often in the work, 
for it gives him/her confidence and experience in practical work. 
An earlier study however,(Benyon, 1983) came to the conclusion 
that the schoolchildren find a change of teacher refreshing! 
Most teachers that did not visit a field study centre 
last year (1985-1986) had visited a field study centre with their 
present school in a previous year. The most important reason for 
not doing so last year was the teachers' dispute, followed by rea-
sons concerned with school organisation and timetables. These lat-
ter reasons appear to be more important for comprehensive schools 
than for other school types.(These were also the most important 
reasons given by the schools which have never used a field study 
centre). Only a few schools which had never visited field centres 
mentioned financial reasons (21.4%) or lack of time (21.4%), both 
aspects connected with distance, as reasons for not doing so. 
All types of habitats are regularly used for environ-
mental education and all animal groups interPst a reasonable pro-
portion of the teachers. This might indicate that no animal group 
is neglected. However, it must be stressed that some groups are 
easier to study than others (e.g. most mammals are nocturnal, rep-
tiles arc relatively rare) and a relatively unpopular group like 
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worms is easy to study (it might be an idea to develop some ex-
periments with worms!). Not surprisingly, flowering plants a11d 
trees are the most popular plant groups. Other plant groups may 
well be neglected and field centres could stimulate interest in 
these groups by teaching more often about interesting aspects of 
these groups. 
Teachers mentioned many species and habitats that -accor-
ding to them- need more attention in environmental education. An 
interesting comment is. that "the species that children come in con-
tact with every day" should be studied. Urban habitats and man-made 
habitats are often mentioned as habitats that need more attention. 
A striking difference exists between comprehensive 
schools and special schools when we examine whether they teach 
about the physical and chemical properties of soil and water. Most 
comprehensive schools do, but almost no special school does. Orga-
nisations and people involved in environmental education should 
develop simple experiments that can be used especially by special 
schools (e.g. experiments with plants grown in different soils, 
simple pollution experiments, etc.). 
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APPENVIX 
ArL6We.M to ope.n. quutioi'L6 
Q. Ia 'Oth~' type~.> on ~~hoot¢: 
M{ddte. s~hool (6x) 
S~xth Fa~ College. (5x) 
C~d P~yc~~y Ve.paktme.n.t (lx) 
Education. U~ (I) 
Po~t School ~~ume.n.t U~ (p~e. Y.T.S.) no~ youn.g 
pe.o pie. wah ~ pe.ual n.e.e.~ ( I X) 
Q. I d 'Othe.~' teach~ quaU6-{.catioi'L6: 
B.A. de.g~e.e. (4x) 
B.P~. de.g~e.e. (3x) 
B.Sc. de.g~e.e. 
Advan.ce.d V~ploma ~n. En.v~on.me.n.tal Education. (lx) 
UrL6pe.u6-{.e:d ( 1 Ox) 
Q. 3a Mo~t ,lmpouan.t Mpe.et on te.a~~n.g about the. 
n.at~ en.v~on.me.n.t: 
'The. u~y on the. n.atMal wo~d'. 
Q. 4 'Oth~' Mpe.w that ~hould get mMe atte.n.tion.: 
Q. 5b 
C~e.atin.g a mo~e. po~,[tive. attitude. to the. ~ubje.et. 
'Oth~' top~~ to ,[n.;te.g~ate. e.n.v~on.me.n.tal e.du~ation. ,ln.: 
H~tMy (9x), Sue.n.~e. (4x), En.gwh (4x), Mathe.mati~ (3x), 
All oth~ top,[~ ( 3x), Au ( 2x), Gen.~ ~tud,[u ( 2x), 
Humart.d,[u (lx), Pe.Mon.al an.d Mual de.velopme.n.t (lx), 
Geology (lx), Souology (lx), V~ma (lx), In.te.g~ate.d 
~tud,[u ( I x) , Computing ( I x) , Che.~~y ( I x) , 
L,lne. ~k.ilt6 (I x). 
Q. 6b 'Oth~' Mga~ation. that ~ mo~t ~udable. to p~ov,[de. 
help ~n. e.n.v~on.me.n.tdl e.du~~on.: 
A WMde.n. on a n.atMe. ~U~ve M an. Mga~ation. that 
~an. p~ov,[de. gu,[de.d touM on ~OI'L6~Vation.-p~oble.m Me.M. 
Q. 7 'Oth~' ~ou on help o~ ,ln.no~ation. that the. te.ache.M 
woUld like. to have.: 
Re.!.>OM~e.!.> nM p~ili~al ~tuMU - ~e~illy ~uppUe.d ( 2x) 
Help wah ouU,[de. amvWu. 
V,[de.o p~og~ammu. 
Mo~e nun.d,ln.g to v~a an.d ~ee the. Mnne~en.t e.n.v~on.me.~ 
an.d to do n,leldwo~k. 
Mo~e nun.d,ln.g no~ boo~ an.d v,lde.o. 
I rt.no~ation. 0 n the. WMde.I'L6 0 n the. ~e.!.> ~Vel.>. 
Collation. on w~e.n. ,ln.no~ation.. 
Q. 8 'Oth~' way~ ~n w~eh env~onmental edue~on ~ taught 
lau yeaJt : 
A6 paJt:t o6 ~ntegttated/c.omb~ned ~uenc.e ( 7~.t and 2nd yeaM J. 
A6 paJt:t o6 an env~onmentaf ~tu~~ eoUMe. 
A6 paJt:t o 6 ~to tty. 
A~ paJt:t o6 ~uenee. 
PeMonal and Mc.ial edue~on. 
In ~hoJt.t eouMe option and M paJt:t o6 city and guilde 
eoUM~. 
A6 Mel.deoUMe. 
Env~onmental ~tu~~ (~n yeaM 4 and 5) 
Sepaltate ~peu~.t Mode 3 CSE Env~onmental b~ology -
Cho~ee ac.Uv~~ l~~o~. 
Q. 9 'Oth~' env~onmental ac.Uv~~ ottgaMazed outdooM: 
F~e.td Wp~ (4x), Suttvey~ (4x), R~~dential eoUMe (7x), 
Pttojern (7x), F~eldweek. (7x), Open day~ (7x), 
Speak.eM 6ttom a Natuttal H~totty Club (o~~de) 1x. 
Q. 10 Hel.p6ui M~~tanc.e ott eoUM~ tteq~ed to ~pttove 
knowledge to teaeh about the env~onment: 
CoUM~ ~n ~peual top~~ wh~e I iaek. exp~enee (6x) 
(mentionned Me : eoMtal env~onme»U, 6tt~hwat~ 
eeo~y~tem~, ~denti6~e~on eoUM~ and nueieaJt dump~). 
CoUM~ about the loeal env~onment (4x). 
Methodology eoUM~ (4x) (how to eope wah ~ntegttated 
appttoac.h, .team teae~ng ete.) 
F~eld wottk. eoUM~ (4x). 
Fa~~ and Mnanc.e 6ott natutte-gaJtde~. 
Wott~hern on ~peuMe aJteM and top~~ and teaeh~ 
g~d~. 
V~ual ~~ 6M ~peual uhoo~. 
T~e and he.tp to devel.op natutte ~. 
T.V. pttogttamm~ wah WOJt~heffi Jte.iated to ~poJt.tant 
env~onmental ~~u~ (wottidw<.de and n~onal. ) 
A eoUMe ~n how .to ~et up a uhool-natutte-Jt~~ve/ 
w~~6e gaJtden (3x) 
Pttac.Ue~ 6ttom exp~eneed .teaeheM who k.now the pa6~ 
and pttac.Ue~~ ott OJtgaMz~ng pupili to go out on Mel.d 
C.OUM~. 
Exttta ~ta66 and volunteeM to tak.e elM~~ out 60Jt v~ill. 
EMy ttea~ng mat~al 6ott l~~ able ehildJten. 
I n6ottm~on on loeaUy aee~~~ble aJteM 6ott Me.tdwottk.. 
Up to date 6ac.U and Mgutt~ ttel.ated to ~peu~ ~n dang~. 
Wott~hop 60Jt pttoduung mat~~ to be. Med wah ~66~e.nt 
ag~/ab~~. 
A loan ~~v~ee 6ott expe~~ve eq~pment e.g. b~noc.uiaM (3x) 
Q. 12a Nam~ and adJt~~~ o6 Mel.d ~tudy eent!t~ v~aed by the 
~ehool6: 
Te~mouth Me.td eenttte, Halttiepool ( 7x) 
Vuk.~ HoMe Wood, Hexham (5x) 
St~~aCJte Mel.d eenttte, Whdby ( 3x) 
Loeh Ranza 6~el.d eent!te, A!tMn (2x) 
Low Cttaneeiough Me.td eent!te, IGtel.d~ ( 2x) 
Catton Outdook Edueation Centke, Hexham (2x) 
O~eAiy Sehooi F~eid Centne, M~ddieton (2x) 
Vanby F~eld Centke, Vantiy 
CaiveJLt TkM.t, /Gi..eldek 
Fea.theJr..O.tone CMile, H~ile 
CMile Eden Vene Centke, Petekiee 
HaweA Youth Hol.l.tei., WeMieydaie 
ChUk.town F~, Bod~n 
Caki.ton Outdook Centke, Cleveland 
Sehooi Co;t;tage ~~neban~, Atiendaie 
Ckanedaie F~eid Cen.tke, /Gi..kby 
Ham~;tekiy FokeA.t Centke, Ham~;tekiey 
WM~ng.ton W~d6owi Centke, WM~ng.ton 
How.tel Held Cen.tke, ~Meld 
FMd CMile, Nok.thumbekiand 
Gkeenhoime Sehooi, Tebay 
Coio~e No.tke Vame Vu6oyek, V~eppe (Fkance) 
Q. 12e CouMeA .that ;t~ cen.tke o66eM: 
'Sel6Mga~zid' ( 3x) 
Q. 12d 'O.thek' keMoiUJ ;to ~;tay 6ok only one day ~n a cen.tke 
with aeeomodation: 
V~66~e~e~ ~n pkov~~ng eovek 6ok ab~en.t membeJr..O 
o6 ~.ta66 ~n ~ehooi-~me. 
Q. 1 3 ' O.thek' keM o iUJ 6 M M~ng ;t~ een.tke: 
Cen.tke 6unded by oUk own Loeai Education Autho~y (3x). 
It ~ oUk own een.tke. 
'Good oppok.tu~eA 6M Muai edueation .too.' 
BeeaMe o6 .the poM~b~eA 6M ~el6 ea.t~ng and 
~ el6 Mga~~ng. 
BecaMe o6 .the eo~;t between .the ~Ukkoun~ng 
env~onmen.t and oUk onw ioeai Mea. 
BeeaMe o6 .the eouMeA ~6 o66eM. 
Q. 15 Why ~ U hnpok.tan.t ;to v~U a Meld een.tke. 
F~;t hand exp~enee (5x) and ~ouai exp~enee. 
Coneen.tka.ted ~;tudy po~~~b~eA, 10-12 houM/day. (2x) 
Held eentkeA iliM.tka.te .the eoncepu 6M be;t;tek .than 
~eeond hand elM~koom ~n6okmation. 
I;t ~ hnpok.tan.t .to bkoaden .the ho~zon-6 o6 ehldken 
by piaung .them ~n a ~66eken.t .teae~ng env~onmen.t. 
I;t help~ ;to 6oeM atte~on and pkov~deA a good wok~ng 
env~onmen.t. 
Edueation ;t~ough exp~enee ka.thek .than ;t~ough .theo~y. 
BeeaMe U ~ hnpok.tan.t .to do MeldwMk eeoiogy. 
To eneoUkage a keApee.t and keApoM~b~y 6ok .the 
eoun.tky ~ae and eo~~ng ian~eapeA. 
Fok ~oUai edueation and aeeeA~ ;to ~66eken.t .typeA o6 
env~onmen.t, but ~o .the 6a~eA and iaboka.toky 
eon~on-6. 
OUk han~eapped ~;tudeY!U ean do .the ~ame aetivilieA M 
.the 'abtebo~ed' and v~U o.thek env~onmeY!U and ;t~nk 
6ok .them~elveA. 
To teMn ;to WOkk ~ndependenily and g~n 6kom valuable 
new exp~enceA. 
R~~de~at exp~ence ~n a ~nn~ent env~onment. 
Att~native exp~ence no~ chil~en ~~~~ng ~n an 
uJtban Mea. 
Added l.!timu.i.ation and .<.nt~~t nJtom a I.!OU!I..Ce ou:tc.<.de 
!.!choot. 
It g.<.v~ the chil~en a JtMe change to leave the town. 
FacJ.Li.;U_~ to l.!tudy the Mmpt~ and ~etuJtn the l.lpee.<.men 
to th~ own env~onment. 
To v..i.l.!.<.t a known env~onment w.<.th ~ned !.!tan n. 
Q. 16 The type o6 wo~k doen .<.n the 6..i.eld ce~e: 
Reco~~ng ..i.n6o~ation, d~~p~ve wo~~ and 
.<.n~v.<.dual WMk. 
Ob1.1~vation. 
Geo~gMphy Meldwo~k: d~CJU.p~ve, qu.antaative and 
qu~ve. 
Hypoth~..i.l.! t~~ng, 
gen~ .<.~oduet.<.on to the Mea, natuJte ~. g~oup­
wMk. 
Indiv..i.dual/g~oupwo~k, qu~~ve and quant.<.tat.<.ve 
element!.!. 
A m~ne b..i.oiogy co~e, phy6..i.cat l.!tu~~. q~ve 
and quantitative wo~k. 
Map ~ea~ng and coM-tat MeldwMk. 
R.<.v~ l.!tu~~. MmpUng wat~ .<.n ~n6~ent piac~, 
took at the fut!Ub~on o6 1.1peu~ and 
env~onmentat Mpeetl.l. 
R.<.v~ l.!tu~~. vegetat..i.on, l.lettiement l.!tu~~. iandu.6e, 
g~oupwMk and .<.n~v..i.duat htu~~. a Mnge o6 aet.<.vW~ 
and app~oach~ Me u.6ed. 
Sa.<.Ung and canoe..i.ng. 
CoUemng geogMph.<.cat data, hketch.<.ng, l.!ampUng etc. 
A6 hoUday ba~.~e wah ~nudental wMk on natU!I..ai wtMy. 
Speuatti ed c.o~ ~ 6 M c.hil~en w.<.th ieMn..i.ng ~H.<.c.u.i.ti~. 
Q. 17b The way!.! bt what Meld 1.1tu.dy c.e~~ c.an be ~p~oved. 
Q. 18 
MMe .<.ntegMtion w.<.th the uhooil.l. 
A .6~ong~ 6unet..i.on M ~~ouJtc.e c.e~e. 
They .6hou.ld be a pMt o6 the uhooih' hy.6tem and 
p~ov.<.de .<.n-h~v.<.c.e-~n..i.ng. 
Mo~e 6un~ng (no~ mo~e l.ltann, equ..<.pment and ~~ouJtc.~.) 
Mo~e 1.1peuattit l.!tan6. 
Mo~e ~~ouJtc~ and ~ecteat..lonat 6a~~. 
Mo~e 6a~~ to 6oUow-up .<.nv~~gation~.~ and e.g. 
m.<.n.<.-hab.<.tatl.l kept .<.ndooM ( 6M obl.!~vat.<.on). 
Mo~e 6..i.eld c.e~~ no~ the phy.6~c.aity han~c.apped. 
MoJte updated equ...i.pment e.g. 6o~ weath~ ~ec.o~~ng and 
c.omp~ng. 
MMe help nM c.W~en w.<.th hpeUal need.6. 
PMv..i.~ng teac.h~' gu...i.d~ to the I.!U!I..Mun~ng Mea. 
Mo~e .<.ntegMtion w.<.th the hpe~mh o6 the teac.helt.6 
them.6elv~. 
The mo.6t ~ec.ent yealt.6 the teachelt.6 d.<.d v~a a Meld 
c.e~e 1-<-6 they dld not vli.!U a Mild c.e~e :e:a:6t yeM: 
1984 (3x), 7980, 7979, 7964 
Q. 19 'Othe.Jt' Jte.Mon-6 60Jt not v-il.>Wng a. Meld c.e.nt.Jte. lMt ye.a.Jt 
(when the.y ha.d v~lte.d a. 6~itd c.e.nt.Jte. be.6oJte.}: 
Rut!Uc.:U..on-6 o 6 the. -6 yUa.blL6, M e.nvA.Jwnme.nta.l e.du.c.a.tion 
-iJ.> not o66Vte.d M a. pW!.e. J.Ju.bje.c.t a.t oW!. J.Jc.hooL 
To g~ve. a.nothe.Jt te.a.c.he.Jt the. c.ha.nc.e. to go out w~h h-iJ.> 
J.Jtu.de.nt.-6. 
Q. 20 'Othe.Jt' Jte.Mon-6 6oJt ne.ve.Jt v-il.>Wng a. Meld c.e.nt.Jte. w~h 
a. ClMJ.J 6JtOm (the. te.a.c.he.M') pJte.J..e.nt J.Jc.hool6: 
OW!. type. o 6 pu.pili Me. not woJtth ta./Ung out a.nd Mme. 
Me. U.rt-6 a. 6 e. • 
Be.c.a.IL6 e. o 6 the. ~Mma.l c.o nte.nt o 6 the. -6 yUa.blL6, the. the.oJttj 
c.a.n be. c.ove.Jte.d w~hout pJta.c.:U..c.a.l woJtk a.nd we. c.a.n do th-iJ.> 
ou.Jt-6elvu. G~ve.n the. ~66~c.~u o6 te.a.c.~ng/c.ont.Jto~nq 
OW!. futW!.be.d c.hildJte.n, c.on-6.tJui<.nt¢ ~nhe.Jte.nt ~n Meld 
c.e.nt.Jtu c.a.n c.a.IL6e. ~6 Mc.UX:Uu. 
The.Jte. -iJ.> a. la.c.k o6 c.ou.Jt-6u 6oJt the. J.Jpe.ua.l ne.e.d-6 o6 oW!. 
pu.pili. 
Q. 21 Othe.Jt ha.b~a.t.-6 tha.t the. te.a.c.he.M IL6e. 6oJt e.nv~onme.nta.l 
e.du.c.a.tion: 
UJtba.n WMtela.nd (4x), W!.ba.n e.nv~onme.nt.-6 (4x), Umutone. 
e.nv~onme.nt (2x), J.Jc.hool gJtou.nd-6 (2x), Jte.~e.d la.nd (1x), 
he.a.thla.rtd ( 1 X) , 6a.Jtmla.nd ( 1 X) , h-iJ.>to~c.a.l J.J~e.J., ( 1 X) 
Q. 2 2 'Othe.Jt' a.Mma.l gJtou.p-6 tha.t ~nte.Jtut the. te.a.c.he.M 
pa./t.t{_c.U£a.Jlly : 
Ma.n ( 2 x ) , a.U ~n v e.Jtte.bJta.tu ( 1 x) 
Q. 2 3 'Othe.Jt' ~nt gJtou.p-6 tha.t ~nte.Jtut the. te.a.c.he.M 
pa./t.t{_c.Ul y : 
GJtMJ.JU ( 2x), Uc.he.n-6 
Q. 24 Spe.uu tha.t - a.c.c.oJt~ng to the. te.a.c.he.M - ne.e.d moJte. 
a.tte.~on ~n e.nv~onme.ntdl e.du.c.~on: 
Endange.Jte.d J.Jpe.uu ( 3x), ~n-6e.W ( 2x), t.Jte.u ( 2x), 
b~d-6 I 1x), J.Jpe.uu ~n town-6 ( 1x) ~n~ge.nou.6 J.Jpe.uu ( 1x), 
gJtM-6 u 81 x) , Jte.ptilu and amp~b~n-6 ( 1 x) , pMM~e. 
oJtgan-iJ.>m-6 (up. age.nt.-6 o6 b~oloMc.a.l c.ont.Jtol) (1x), 
J.Jpe.uu tha.t c.hildJte.n c.ome. ~n c.ontac.t w~h e.ve.Jty day ( 1x). 
Q. 25 Hab~a.t.-6 tha.t - ac.c.oJt~n~to the. te.ac.he.M - ne.e.d moJte. 
a.tte.~on ~n e.nv~onme.nt e.du.c.~on : 
UJtban hab~a.t ( 6x), WMte.iand and de.Jte.Uc.t land ( 2x), 
wetland¢ and moo.ltland-6 ( 2x), c.oMM e.nv~onme.nt ( 2x), 
woodland¢ ( 2x), Jte.~me.d de.Jte.Uc.t W!.ban e.nv~onme.nt.-6 ( 2x), 
bac.kga.Jtde.n-6 ( 2 x) , e.nda.ng Vte.d hab~a.t.-6, he.dg e.JtoW-6 ( 1 x) , 
Mnd du.nu ( 1x), pond¢ ( 1x), pa.Jtk-6 ( 1x), gJtMJ.Jland-6 ( 1x), 
Jte.61L6e. Up¢ ( 1 X), -6e.M ( 1 X), CJLe.a.te.d hab~ e.. 9. ~n 
town-6, ag~c.u.UW!.a.l land ~n oJt out o 6 pJtodu.c.:U..on ( 1 x) • 
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For 
1 0 
2 0 
3 0 
4 0 
5 0 
6 0 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
University of Durham 
FILE HANDLE FJELD/ NAME='TABLE3' 
DATA LIST FILE=FIELD RECORDS=2 NOTABLE 
/1 1D 1-3 
01A 4 
01BANS1 TO 01BANS6 5-10 
01C 11 
01DANS1 TO 01DANS4 12-15 
01EANS1 TO 01EANS6 16-21 
01FANS1 TO 01FANS3 22-24 
01G 25 
02 26 
03A 27 
03B 28 
04ANS1 TO 04ANS7 29-35 
05A 36 
05BANS1 TO 05BANS3 37-39 
06A 42 
06B 43 
License Number 13325 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
07ANS1 TO 07ANS6 44-49 07ANS7 TO 07ANS8 51-52 
08ANS1 TO 08ANS6 53-58 
09ANS1 TO 09ANS6 59-64 
010 65 
011A 66 
011BANS1 TO 011BANS6 67-72 
/2 012BANS1·TO 012BANS3 1-3 
012C 4 
012DANS1 TO 012DANS4 5-8 
013ANS1 TO 013ANS6 9-14 
014 15 
017A 16 
018ANS1 17 018ANS2 18-19 
019 20 
020ANS1 TO 020ANS6 21-26 
021ANS1 TO 021ANS7 27-33 
022ANS1 TO 022ANS8 34-41 
023ANS1 TO 023ANS5 42-46 
026 47 
RECODE 01A(1,2=1){3=3){ELSE=SYSMIS 
RECODE 01C{1,2=1)(3,4=2) 
CROSSTABS TABLES=03A BY 01A/03A BY 01C 
STATISTICS 1 
THERE ARE 57680 BYTES OF SPSS MEMORY AVAILABLE. 
THE LARGEST CONTIGUOUS AREA HAS 57680 BYTES. 
SPSS IS USING 65536 BYTES OF SYSTEM MEMORY 
THERE ARE AT LEAST 2031616 BYTES OF SYSTEM MEMORY AVAILABLE. 
••••• GIVEN WORKSPACE ALLOWS FOR 4107 CELLS WITH 2 DIMENSIONS FOR CROSSTAB PROBLEM ••••• 
PAGE 
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03A 
C R 0 S S T A B U L A T I 0 N 
BY 01A 
0 f 
---------- -Q~A---------------------------------------- PAGE 1 Of 
COUNT 
11 31 
03A 
2 I 9 I 4 I 
3 I 1 I 2 I 
5 I 6 I 2 I 
6 I 9 I 5 I 
8 I 1 I I 
COLUMN 26 13 
TOTAL 66.7 33.3 
CHI-SQUARE O.f. SIGN! f!CANCE 
--
2.32418 4 0.6764 
NUMBER Of MISSING OBSERVATIONS = 
ROW 
TOTAL 
13 
33.3 
3 
7.7 
8 
20.5 
14 
35.9 
1 
2.6 
39 
100.0 
19 
MIN E.f. CELLS WITH E.f.< 5 
0.333 7 Of 10 ( 70.0:r.) 
PAGE 2 
v 
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - C R 0 S S T A 8 U L A T I 0 N 0 F - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Q3A BY 01C 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - PAGE 1 OF 
03A 
CHI-SQUARE 
10.92593 
COUNT 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
COLUMN 
TOTAL 
D.F. 
6 
Q1C 
11 21 
9 I 9 I 
. . 
I 3 I 2 I 
2 I I 
•--- -~ 
,-- --~- T -- 1 
8 I , I 
or----.--~. 
s I 10 I 
I - ___ .._ 
~- -i . 1 ! 
,..-------. -- ---- I 
28 
54.9 
I I 
23 
45.1 
SIGNIFICANCE 
0.0907 
ROW 
TOTAL 
18 
35.3 
5 
9.8 
2 
3.9 
9 
17.6 
15 
29.4 
1 
2.0 
1 
2.0 
51 
100.0 
NUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS = 7 
MIN E.F. CELLS WITH E.F.< 5 
0.451 10 OF" 14 ( 71.4%) 
PAGE 3 
... 
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For University of Durhom. License Number 13325 
1 0 FILE HANDLE FIELD/ NAME='TABLE3' 
2 0 DATA LIST FILE=FIELD RECORDS=2 NOTABLE 
3 0 /1 ID 1-3 
4 0 01A 4 
5 0 01BANS1 TO 01BANS6 5-10 
6 0 01C 11 
7 0 01DANS1 TO 01DANS4 12-15 
8 0 01EANS1 TO 01EANS6 16-21 
9 0 01FANS1 TO Q1FANS3 22-24 
10 0 01G 25 
11 0 02 26 
12 0 03A 27 
13 0 03B 28 
14 0 04ANS1 TO 04ANS7 29-35 
15 0 05A 36 
16 0 05BANS1 TO 05BANS3 37-39 
17 0 06A 42 
18 0 06B 43 
19 0 07ANS1 TO 07ANS6 44-49 07ANS7 TO 07ANS8 51-52 
20 0 08ANS1 TO 08ANS6 53-56 
21 0 09ANS1 TO 09ANS6 59-64 
22 0 010 65 
23 0 Q11A 66 
24 0 011BANS1 TO 011BANS6 67-72 
25 0 /2 012BANS1 TO 012BANS3 1-3 
26 0 012C 4 
27 0 012DANS1 TO 012DANS4 5-8 
28 0 013ANS1 TO 013ANS6 9-14 
29 0 014 15 
30 0 017A 16 
31 0 Q18ANS1 17 018ANS2 18-19 
32 0 019 20 
33 0 020ANS1 TO 020ANS6 21-26 
34 0 021ANS1 TO 021ANS7 27-33 
35 0 022ANS1 TO 022ANS8 34-41 
36 0 023ANS1 TO 023ANS5 42-46 
37 0 026 47 
38 0 RECODE 01A~1,2=1~~3=3)(ELSE=SYSM!S 
39 0 RECODE 01C 1 ,2=1 3,4=2) 
40 0 MULT RESPONSE GROUPS=OUALIF (01DANS1 TO 01DANS3(1))/ 
41 0 VARIABLES=03A(1 .8)/ 
42 0 FREQUENCIES = QUALIF/TABLES=03A BY OUALIF 
'MULT RESPONSE' PROBLEM REQUIRES 1128 BYTES OF MEMORY. 
17 SEP 86 SPSS-X RELEASE 2.1 FOR IBM VM/MTS PAGE 2 
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GROUP QUALI F 
(VALUE TABULATED = 1) 
PCT OF PCT OF 
DICHOTOMY LABEL NAME COUNT RESPONSES CASES 
01DANS1 10 16.7 18.2 
Q1DANS2 15 25.0 27.3 
•i.J" 
01DANS3 35 58.3 63.6 
--
--
TOTAL RESPONSES 60 100.0 109.1 
3 MISSING CASES 55 VALID CASES 
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o • • C R 0 S S T A B U L A T I 0 N • o • 
03A 
BY OUALIF (TABULATING 1) 
03A 
COUNT 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
COLUMN 
TOTAL 
QUAL! F 
01DANS1 I01DANS2 I01DANS3 I 
.--- -- -----,------ -T ~ 
0 I 4 12 
,- ----,----------. T 
1 I 2 2 
~-- --,--~----~ 
1 I 0 2 
~-3 I 3 4 
~-~ --~ 
2 I 4 10 
. •-
.--- - .---- --- --. ~ 
0 I 1 I 0 
l ,-- - I 
1 I 0 I 1 
8 
16.7 
14 
29.2 
31 
64.6 
PERCENTS AND TOTALS BASED ON RESPONDENTS 
48 VALID CASES 10 MISSING CASES 
ROW 
TOTAL 
16 
33.3 
5 
10.4 
2 
4.2 
9 
18.8 
14 
29.2 
1 
2.1 
1 
2.1 
48 
100.0 
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